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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Alpena is dynamic and progressive and has become 
the hub of trade and industry in northeast,ern !Vlichigan. It is 
ideally located on the shores of Thunder Bay and possesses excel
lent harbor facilities which are enhanced by a navigable river. 
The city is located on US Highway 23 which is one of the most 
important connecting links between the Detroit Metropolitan Area 
and the recently completed JVlackinac Bridge. It; services a trade 
area consis·ting of eight counties with a total population in ex
cess of 60,000 people. 

The diversified nature of Alpena's industry _contributes 
greatly to its sound economy and volume c;>f trade. The natural 
wealth of limestone which is found locally in several large de
posits has given rise to a growing cement"·industry. In addition, 
paper, machinery, automot~i ve supplies, fencing, furniture, hard
board and other product;s are produced in substantial quantities. 

Besides being a large industrial center, Alpena is also located 
in the center of some of the finest vacationland in Michigan. The 
thousands of tourist.s who come during all the four seasons is a 
testimony to this important phase of activity. 

The city's growth has accelerated in recent years as witnessed 
by the construction of a new hardboard mill of the Abitibi Power 
and Paper Company. This plant .so~.:Lone vli'i.U provide a $2 million 
dollar payroll for more ·:.~han 1+00 employees. The Huron Portland 
Cement Company mill, t.he largest of i.t;s kind in the world is ex
panding its facili.t:i.es and is furnlshing employment to 1,100 men. 
Wyandott.e Chemical Gorporato:Lon, Flei~eher Paper Company and Alpena 
Power Company are expanding the:lr facilities which will mean 
greater acti. vity f(n' the a.reEL Severa.l. ot;her industries are opera
ting at a high employment leveL Among these are the Besser Com
pany, Thunder Bay Manufae::uring Company, The Presque Isle Corpora
tion, huge limestone quarrying operations controlled by Republic 
Steel Corporation, Beth'1 ehem Steel Corporation, 'Youngstown Sheet 
and Tube, Great Lakes Steel Corporation, and Jones and Laughlin 
Corporation; the Ha'">it~ant Fence Corporation, Alpena Cement Products, 
the Brili.npki Concre-!:e Block Company, and the Wiltse Brothers 
Corporat.ion, 

Added to ·this imposing array of indus·tries are the various 
business enterprises ·~rh:i.ch combine to produce a city which is in· 
urgent need of an overhaul of its existing traffic structure if the 
transportation st~ructure is to keep pace with the industrial and 
business growtho 

Converting an outmoded street system into a modern, efficient 
one which is designed to provide maximum facility of travel with 
commensurate safety, cannot be accomplished without the wholehearted 
support of city officials and its citizenry. Old travel habits will 
need to be broken and preju.dj_r'es against change will have to be 
broken if genuine improvement is to be obtained. , This city has taken 
the first forward step in attempting to solve its traffic problem 

i; 
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by granting funds to acquire a traffic plan based on factual evidence. 
The time for the second and most difficult step of putting the plan 
into practical .operation is now at hand. Some individuals and groups 
will probably suffer disruptions in their present operations, but 
the overall good of the community requires such action. Even those 
who must make the greatest change can share in the eventual benefits 
which a good transportation system will surely reflect on the city's 
economy. 

I, 
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 

In making a study of the traffic problem in a community, 
one of the most important aspects to consider is the traffic 
accident experience of the street system. The accident ex
perience is an accurate barometer showing the efficiency under 
which the street system is performing the function for which it 
was designed. It is also an excellent criteria indicating the 
effectiveness of the Police Department's operation and the at
t;it.ude of the people towards traffic laws and enforcement. A 
good street system must provide both efficiency of operation and 
safety. Accidents not only determine the safety index of a road
way, but also give a clue as to the operating efficiency. 

With this in mind, an exhaustive study of the accident 
records of the City of Alpena was made. As a result of this study, 
several revealing facts were brought to light which were used to 
base many of the recommendations in this report. 

Method of Reporting 

The Alpena Police Department utilizes the Uniform Accident 
Report Form which has been carefully prepared for the purpose of 
gathering sufficient information from accidents which will not 
only suffice for legal purposes, but also yield enough information 
for planning programs of accident prevention. The accidents are 
filed by location which permits the police to direct their enforce
ment activities into these areas having the greatest need. By using 
a uniform reporting form, Alpena is able to compare its accident 
records with other communities of the state and thus gain valuable 
tnformation on the effectiveness of its system. 

Accident Statistics 

The accident picture in Alpena has improved since 1954 when a 
record number of 500 accidents were reported. Since that time there 
has been a declining number with 455 shown in 1955, 427 in 1956 and 
)83 in 1957. This decrease was made in the face of a 20% increase 
in vehicle registrations since 1954 which means that the decreases 
in the total accident rate was even more spectacular. A summary of 
this data is shown in Table I and Plate 2. During this same period, 
the total number of accidents in the state went from 185,534 in 1954 
to 191,915 in 1957. Although this indicates that the city has done 
a little better than the state as a whole, there is the grim reminder 
that the city has been averaging two traffic deaths a year on its 
streets since 1954. The 1957 Alpena accident rate per 1000 vehicles 
was 57.0 which is almost identical with the average for the State of 
Michigan which was 58.9. When we figure that accidents cost approxi
mately 210 million dollars in the entire State for 1957, we can ap
preciate the extent of economic drainage on the taxpayer and why every 
effort must be made to reduce the staggering total. The human misery 
created by injuries and death cannot be measured in dollars and cents, 
but the seriousness can be appreciated by those who have either suf
fered or shared in the grief of their dear ones. 

I 
i 

I 
i 
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TABLE I 
City of Alpena 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS AND VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS 

1948-1957 

Property 
Damage Fatal Injury Persons Persons Total Vehicle 

Year Accident$ Accidents Accidents Killed Injured Accidents Registration 

1948 290 3 45 3 52 338 8,491 

1949 384 2 37 2 43 423 9,047 

1950 434 2 47 2 57 483 9,759 

1951 428 l 49 l 65 478 9,855 

1952 426 l 48 l 63 475 10,404 

1953 419 0 48 0 62 467 10,881 

1954 452 3 45 3 56 500 11,404 

1955 419 l 35 l 48 455 12' 350. 

1956 389 2 36 2 < 40 427 12,829 

1957 335 2 46 2 64 383 13,427 
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For purposes of evaluation, the city accident records for 1956 
and 1957 were used in the detailed study. The total number of acci
dents reported in these two years showed 427 accidents in 1956 and 
383 in 19579 which indicated a decrease of approximately 10%. Con
trary to the total accident figure, injury accidents showed an in
crease of 3% in 1957 over 1956 figures. The total number of people 
injured in accidents likewise showed an increase. This increase is 
probably created by a change in the reporting policy of the Police 
Department rather than an actual increase in the casualty rate. The 
Police Department adopted a policy of including every type of injury 
regardless of severity. This included such minor injuries as nose
bleed, bruises and cuts. 

Although total accidents showed a decrease of 10% in the one 
year span, drivers were guilty of more motor vehicle violations in 
1957 over 1956. In 1956 a violation was responsible for the accident 
in 83% of the cases, while in 1957, 86% of the accidents were associ
ated with violation of some driving rule. The types of violations and 
their frequency of occurance is shown in Table II. This indicates the 
direction in which greater effort will have to be made before appreci
able results can be gained in lowering Alpena's accident record. 

Violations were found to be greatest in the "Failure to Yield 
Right of WaY." category in both 1956 and 1957. This violation con
tributes 27% of the total and while most of it can be attributed to 
carelessness on the part of the motorists, the City must assume some 
of the blame since the intersection signing is poor and even absent 
at some locations. These will be treated in a later section of the 
report. 

Speedin~ in excess of safe and posted limits was found to be a 
factor in 20% of the accidents in 1956 and 36% in 1957. Table III 
shows a breakdown of the speed of vehicles involved in accidents. 
This does not necessarily mean that the speeds were high, but rather 
under the circumstances the driver was using poor judgment and travel
ling too fast. This fact is borne out by the records which show that 
at the time of the accident, the vehicles involved in 88% of the cases 
were going under 30 miles an hour and under 20 miles per hour in 71% 
of the accidents. 

"Following Too Closely" was found to be the secondmost violation 
contributing to an accident. This violation is a clear indication 
that the driver is either inattentive or that he has a weak conception 
of reaction time and braking distances. His attitude will have to be 
changed either by driver education or a safety program designed to 
remind him of this important factor in safe driving. 

"Disregard of Traffic Control Device" added to approximately 7% 
of the total. This violation can be the fault of either the driver 
or the ineffectiveness of the traffic control device. Driver educa
tion and motor vehicle licensing procedures are supposed to equip 
the driver with the proper response to a traffic control device, but 
he must be aware of the presence and the clarity of its message if 
positive reaction is to be accomplished. Standardization of these 
devices as to size, color, shape and legend is of paramount importance 
in their effectiveness. Adherence to the rules and regulations out
lined in the Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices is 
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TABLE II 

City ,of Alpena 

DRIVER VIOLATIONS INDICATED IN ACCIDENTS 

Violation 

Failure to. Yield Right of Way 

Exceeding Safe or Stated Speed 

F'ollowing Too Closely 

Disregard Traffic Control,, 

Under Influence of Alcohol 

All other.violations 

1956 

27% 

20'/o 

5% 
4% 

3% 

41% 

1957 

26% 

36% 

4% 

7% 

3% 

24% 

I 

i 
I 
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TABLE III 

City of Alpena 

SPEEDS OF VEHICLES IN ACCIDENTS 

Speed 1956 .!221._ 

Standing Still 7% PJfo 

0 to 10 MPH 29'/o 27% 

ll to 20 MPH; 36% 30% 

21 to 30 MPH 22% 23% 

31 to 40 MPH 4% 4% 

ln to 50 MPH 1% 2% 

Over 50 or not stated l% 6% 

It should be noted that 88% were below 30 MPH and 71% of these 

were under 20 MPH at the time of tbe accident. 



mandatory under Michigan law effective Januarsr 1, 1958, therefore 
it; will behoove the Git;y of Alpena to take cognizance of this and 
take action to conform in an expeditious manner. The results to 
be gained will be well ·worth this effort" Re.flectorization of 
many cat.egories of signs and standardization of sizes, shapes and 
legends will be n•eeded if uni.form:ity is to be obtained. Improper 
signs or improper location can very often prove to be the direct 
cause of a traffic accident. 

A study of the graphs on Plates 3 and 4 shows the effect of 
traffic enforcement activity on the t.otal accident picture. In 
nearly all cases, the months which show the greatest number of 
violations brought to court result in corresponding lowering of 
accidents reported. This indicates a positive effect on the driver 
resulting from his awareness that, violations will lead him to the 
courtroom. Good t.raffic law enforcement contrary to some opinion 
is designed to eliminate driver rule infractions. Only when the 
driver appreciates that violation leads to almost certain appre
hension, will this basic cause of accidents be drastically reduced. 
Enforcement directed at vague or non-apparent; traffic regulations 
with revenue as the underlying motivr; ·will result in loss of public 
confidence and support to all traffic rules. 

As shown in Table IV, the hours between noon and 6:00 p.m. 
are the ones in wh.ich the great;est number of accidents are generated. 
During 1956, h9% and in 1957, 41+% of all t:h•l aecident:s occurred dur
ing these hours. ~'his shmqs a natural relationship between accidents 
and t;raffic volumes since these are the hours of greatest motor 
vehicl·e t;ravel over 'the c:Lt,y street;s. Traffic law enforcement should 
be at, it;s max:Lmum during i~h:i.s pe2:•iod :l.n order to offset the higher 
auscept;i.vit;y to a.<~ciden'i';s. Ve:Y:'y often manual cont1•ol of traffic is 
need~;d during th::\~~~ pericH:l 9 therefoz~e _.) '(;he police can serve in a dual 
Gapacity. 

Table V shows aoc:ldent .fr<9Quency by days of the week, The 
larger:;;t pereentage averaging 53% over the two year period occurred 
bet;weten Thursday and Sunday. 'rhis is char<>.c'Geristic of the national 
acd.dent; experierwe and 1ikew:i.se can be ll'Gtribut:ed t;o increased traf
fic act;ivity during ·this period. Addii~ional patrols can prove bene
ficial particularly during sumrner ~~eeke:ncls when a large percentage 
of touris·ts are int,erming1ed with lc•cal drivers. 

The ages of the drivers '!!'lere studied for t:he pm~pose of deter
m:irdng ho11'l Alpena compared wi'Gh national averages. Again the city 
proved quite normal ·with 31% of the drivers involved in accidents 
being under 25 years of age, The fact that ·this percentage is lower
ing ·w.ith the passage of time is a tribute to the effectiveness of 
the sound driver education program .in t;he Alpena School System, 
Support and improvement of this ac:ri~ivity can resul·t in even greater 
benefits. A further aid to thi..s program would be a strong safety pro
gram .ins1~i tuted by the Police Department and dire ct;ed at the younger 
students of the school system for the purpose of indoctrinating them 
in the principJ,es of traffic safet.y before they reach the age of 
o perati.ng a motor vehicle. While the benefits of this program would 
not be vdtr.essed immedi..ately 9 the results w:i.LL become apparent in the 
fut,ure when t:he young students grow up to be more alert drivers and 
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TABLE IV 
City of Alpena 

ACCIDENT OCCURENCE BY HOUR OF DAY 

HOUR 1956 1957 

Midnight - 1:00AM 9 8 

1 - 2:00AM 5 8 

2 - 3:00AM 12 15 

3 - 4 6 

4 - 5 1 

5 - 6 2 3 

6 - 7 2 5 

7 - 8 14 8 

8 - 9 11 13 

9 - lO 10 8 

10 -11 18 22 

11 - 12 Noon 20 23 
i; :·,· 

12 - l PM 31 31 

1 - 2 30 15 
-:--1 

2 - 3 33 26 

3 - 4 42 28 

4 - 5 42 44 
L-1 
i i 

5 - 6 31 25 L _j 

, I 6 - 7 20 14 

L- I 

7 - 8 23 11 

8 - 9 19 31 

9 - 10 23 13 

lO -11 14 . 15 

11 - 12 8 13 

Not Stated 1 4 

TOTALS 427 383 



TABLE V 
City of Alpena 

ACCIDENT OCCURRENCE BY DAY OF WEEK 

DAY OF WEEK 1956 

Monday 55 

Tuesday 59 

Wednesday 51 

Thursday 46 

Friday 71 

Saturday 79 

Sunday 68 -
TOTALS 427 

I 

I 
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1957 

46 

43 

45 

58 
i 

89 ! 

66 

~ 

383 
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pedestrians. The cost of such a program would be very negligible 
when compared to the gains. Cooperation obtained from other sources 
can prove to be a strong help to the Police Departmen·t on such a 
program. 

The accident records revealed that 73% of the drivers involved 
in accidents on the streets of Alpena were residents of what is termed 
the metropolitan area. Of this total, Ell% were residents of the city 
proper. This is a clear indication that a safety program directed 
through local sources such as the schools, clubs, newspapers, and 
radio, will reach the majority of people involved in accidents on 
the Alpena street system. Since two drivers are involved in most of 
the accidents, it can be quickly deducted that most of the accidents 
would have been eliminated if local drivers were abiding by all the 
rules of good driving. 

The central business district contributed 44% of the total ac
cidents in the years of 1956 and 1957. This is a definite indication 
of the predominate role played by congestion in the cause of accidents. 
Congestion created by automobiles cruising around the business district 
in search of parking and in the performance of the parking maneuver 
itself, contributed to 59% of the non-intersection accidents on the 
streets of Alpena. It was found that in 357 accidents, 208 involved 
a v.ehicle entering or leaving a parking stalL When public officials 
have to deal with the problem o.f improving safety on the city streets, 
they cannot ignore the significance of these figures. Of.f-s·treet 
parking not only reduces congestion on the street due to the provision 
of more street capaci·ty for travel, but. it. also eliminates a great deal 
of cruising for the purpose of seeking parking. Since off-street 
parking concentrates parking in well defined areas, the motorists will 
head directly for the location where he knows the parking exists. 
Even when a lot is fill<~d to capacity, it can be quickly determined 
and the motorist can then move on to another lot, In contrast to this, 
curb parking compels him to examine each parking stall block by block 
i.n the search for a vacancyo Off-s"creet parking also has the additional 
advantage of reducing accidentra by s<!!1p8.ra:t;ing· the slow moving vehicles 
desiring to park from fas'cer moving vehicles, 

Congestion. must be removed from the s·treets if a bett.er safety 
record is anticipated. ,Some people feel 'chat congestion actually 
contributes to safety .s:i.nc:e speeds are low, While .it is true that 
speed contribut~es t;o the "~everit;y of an accident. ·~old, hard statis
tics in Alpena show t;he .fallacy o.f such reaso:ni.ng. Well regulated 
streets permit a shorter "total ·tra.vel time ~d th greater safety, Ab
sence of either of ·these i.tems :i.s an indi.cat;i.on that, t;here is trouble 
which needs correcting. 

Of the total accidents on the streets of Alpena, i:t was found that 
approxima·tely 51% occurred a.t intersections. Thi.s ·type o.f accident 
has several underlying causes • but in general i:t; can be said that 
failure to yield right, of way and obstruction of vision are the two 
most prevalent factors in the cause of the accidents. Certain streets 
by their arterial nature should be given preference over another 
rout.e. This makes it mandatory that either 11 Yield Right of Way" or· 
"Stop" signs be used t;o properly inform the motoris·t; of such designa
tion. There are certain psychological elements about the driver which 
must be considered in the placement; of these signs. Many times these 
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signs are installed by neighborhood pressure with a consequent con
fusion to a driver. As an example, a certain street will have either 
of the above mentioned signs erected on two or more consecutive ap
proaches to this roadway. The motorist travelling on this street is 
thus lulled into the sense that he has right of way over all inter
secting roads which appear to have the same characteristics as the 
ones where signing has been provided. This gives good emphasis to 
the reasons why assignment of right of way at intersections should 
be done on a planned formula and not on a complaint basis. 

The problem of vision at an intersection cannot be overlooked 
in planning a program of accident elimination. A picture on plate 27 
shown in a later section of the report is ample evidence of the ef
fects of parking in blocking vision of a motorist to an intersection. 
Vision obstructions created by buildings must be regulated by zoning. 
It is unfortunate that there are intersections existing in the city 
where the vision to the intersection is res;tricted by such structures, 
but it would be impractical to tear them down. This does not mean 
that mistakes of the past should be duplicated in the future. Inter
sections which have vision barriers which are not removable can be 
aided by the installation of the proper traffic control devices. 
This should not be considered as a perfect substitute for good vision 
since it is only a partial remedial measut'~. 

Landscaping while good from an aesthetic standpoint can very 
often create a bad impediment to vision of a motorist at an inter
section. High hedges and low-branched trees are the chief offend
ers in this category. Billboards and advertising material can 
very often be the direct contributing cause of a serious accident. 
Good vision at intersections should be acquired and maintained by 
well enforced ordinances. There are many people contributing to a 
bad accident hazard who if properly informed and guided, would be 
quite willing to eliminate ·the source of trouble in the interests 
of public safety. 

Parking has come to be such a prime accident creator at inter
sections due to the blocking of vision, that laws have been passed 
which regulate the distances in which there can be no parking en
croachment at an intersection. It is unfortunate that many busi
nesses are operating in areas of parking shortages which have led 
to violations of the parking laws. City officials should take steps 
to eliminate parking in the areas adjacent to an intersection which 
is in violation of state statutes. Provisions should be made for 
acquiring this parking elsewhere. 

Angle parking is a type of parking which contributes more than 
its share of the accidents due to parking. By its very nature, a 
motorist must back out of a parking stall with very little vision 
to oncoming traffic. In several cases, there is no vision whatso
ever. This detrimental factor if amplified at an intersection where 
a vehicle turning into a street would have no warning of a vehicle 
backing out of an angle stall close to the intersection. Angle park
ing at a curb is not only hazardous, but an inefficient user of the 
street. This style of parking uses more street area not only for 
storage, but also the maneuvering area. Angle parking should be pro
hibited at all locations in view of the above facts. 
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Areas in Alpena where angle parking should be eliminated be
cause of its detrimental effect on traffic and safety is at the 
intersections of State with Campbell, Heuber with Ford, Tuttle with 
Washington, Second with Mirre and other locations throughout the 
city. 

Parking on Ninth Avenue is prohibited at all locations except 
the first 100 feet west of Saginaw Street. This is a very dangerous 
condition since it places the.se parked vehicles in line with moving 
traffic. This parking should be prohibited and closely enforced so 
this side of Ninth Avenue can be kept; clear for through traffic. 

Several of the high accident intersections of Alpena are shown 
on Plates 5 to 11. Collision diagrams have been prepared which show 
the number, type and direction of movement of vehicles involved in 
accidents. These can be analyzed to determine t.he type of accidents 
found most frequently and the corrective measures needed to eliminate 
them. Several of the recommendations made in later sections through
out the report have been the resul·t of information gathered from these 
collision diagrams. It would be an excellent idea for city officials 
to prepare a collisi.on diagram of the ten highest accident intersec
tions in the city and take some positive accident preventative 
measures at each location. The object would be to remove these inter
sections from the high accident lisi; in the subsequent year. 

Recommendations 

An accident spot map is H very valuable aid to the police in 
directing enforcement a.ct;ivities :Ln·to areas of greatest need. A 
well designed accident spot map system should con.sider some of ·the 
following: 

1. Cumulat;i ve annual a.cc.:i.dent spot map 

2. 

Pedestrian .fa-tal, per.sonal injury or property damage 
accidents should be sho-wn by use of pins, color, sym"
bols or ot.:.her dev:lc<!H;. The map itself need only show 
such essent.la.l feat.u.r<':ls as <>l;reet;:s, st.re ams, railroads, 
etc. Scale preferred is 1 11 t.o 4(Xl' up to 1" for 1200' • 

Work maps 

Smaller s:tze than the annual map, mounted on wall leaves. 
One map for each change of personnel strength OR one map 
for each four hour period of the day. They should con
tain a 3 months accident experience. Desirable .scale of 
1 11 to 600 1 • Legend can be shape of pin or spot which in
dicates the type 9f a.ccidento Color can represent the 
type of viola.tiono An additional. map of the same size, 
time limitations and legend of violation should be used 
to record enforcement; effort and thus provide a compari
son with the accident exper:Lence. 
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3. Special spot maps 

There are many that might be maintained, but of value 
only if experience warrants and if followed through 
special analysis and aetivit,ies, some of these are: 
a) weekday experience, b) weekend experience, c) pedes
trian accidents, d) residence of driver, e) residence 
of pedestrian. 

There should be a close cooperation by the police with the 
safety education program which will: l) make the public more traf
fic safety conscious, 2) teach proper driver and pedestrian habits, 
3) build support for traffic control problems. They can best serve 
this program by providing accident facts needed for selective edu
cation and aiding in the actual conduct of activities. 

Selective procedures in safe·ty education as well as the use of 
general propaganda training in traffic should be provided for all 
traffic assigned personnel with periodic refreshers. Attendance of 
traffic supervj.sion personnel of the Police Department at suitable 
regional or national traffic police training courses which meet 
standards of International Association of Chiefs of. Police. 

School safety should be met by school officials who should be 
charged with the responsibi.li.t;y of safety education work in all pub
lic and parochial schools. There should be a program of continuing 
safety education and projec~G ·work as part of a regular curriculum in 
all elementary schools as approved by the National Education Associa
tion, or existing state legislation relating to such instruction. 
Operation of schoolboy patrols at street intersections and on school 
buses in accordance wit,h standa.rd rules as recommended by the Auto
mobile AssoGiation J.n thei:r spec:i.fJ.c publications. A junior safety 
council should exist in every school to carry on extra curricular 
activities in the schools. Liaison to be maintained with police 
traffic division on school instruction based on current local prob
lems of traffic safety as determined by analysis. 

JV[ai.ntain and expand the current driver training program. 
Qualified i.nstruct,ors should be provided for not only the school 
children who have cmr o.f driver age, but also those adults who de
sire or have need o.f' such training. 

A program of public safety education should be conducted through 
information channels such as the mail, newspaper, radio and posters. 
Several excellent films have been prepared for this purpose and can 
be shown at different functions" 

A Uniform Model Traffic Ordinance for Michigan has just been 
prepared and released by the Michigan State Police" Existing traf-
fic ordinances in Alpena should be inventoried and revisions pre
pared so that standardization and uniformity can be obtained. This 
is a very important matter since the driver who is a stranger to a 
city and its ordinances cannot be expected to be aware of local rules 
contrary to general practices. Uniformity will result in better 
driving behaviour and by having a model ordinance already prepared, 
the City can save itself a lot of tedious work already performed by 
others. 
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PARKING 

The Parking Problem 

In the field of motor transportation, there are three elements 
which are found-necessaryfor effective and efficient operation. 
Theseare the vehicle, the road or street, and a place to park at 
the beginning and end of a trip. We are constantly expending large 
sumsof money to improve the roads for good service between points 
of vehicle origin and-destination because we know that speed, econo
my and convenience are highly desirable factors of modern highway 
service. -The passenger car is valuable because of its convenience, 
but the worth is diminished if the driver can find no place to park 
it in the downtown district when he gets there to do business. In 
most cities it is impossible to provide additional curb-side park
ing spaces, and in most, the demands for the use of the street area 
required by these spaces for moving traffic makes it mandatory that 
many of these spaces, especially those on the more congested streets, 
be eliminated to aid in better traffic operation in the business 
district. 

In the City of Alpena, as in many other cities of comparable 
size, the central business district is limited in size with its 
boundaries fixed by land use developed in a previous era. The 
heavier traffic generators, such as stores and shops as well as 
service agencies and offices .. are found concentrated in this small 
area, anchoring street widths yet causing an increase in the num
ber of customers to be served. Increases in vehicle registrations 
have occurred yearly in Alpena County, rising from 6,037 in 1946 
·to 13,427 in 1957. This, of course, means that more people drive 
to the center of the city and compete for parking spaces. 

The problem of inadequate parking facilities is a problem of 
the motorist who drive<> the car, the businessman who depends on 
the population for his livlihood, and the city officials respons
ible for city government. 

While the parking facilities existing in Alpena today cannot 
be looked upon as totally inadequate, it has been found through 
this survey and study that more offstreet parking should be ac
quired in order to more capably handle today's load as well as the 
demands of the future. It is becoming more apparent that with the 
increasing congestion on the streets in the downtown area, removal 
of much of the curb parking space will eventually be necessary. 

With this in mind, the following study of the parking problem 
with the resultant recommendations has been made. Plate 12 shows 
existing curb and offstreet parking facilities in the downtown area. 

Employee Parking 

In studying the parking conditions of a city it is necessary 
to determine the actual demand for parking spaces by finding out 
where the needs are the greatest and the type of parker creating 
these demands. As a means of finding out the parking habits of a 
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very important group of parkers, namely the employees and opera
tors of downtown business places, a questionnaire was distributed 
to each place of business with the request that it be filled out 
as accurately as possible to aid in the analysis of the parking 
problem in the central business area. A total of 247 question
naires were distributed and 176 usable replies were received. 
Some·· of the returns were too sketchy and incomplete to be of any 
value and were discarded. The returns yij,elded some very interest
ing facts and indicate one means which may be used to give some 
relief to the condition in the downtown business district. 

Table VI shows a tabulation-of these returns and from it we 
can readily see the effect of these parkers on the whole parking 
situation. A total of 853 people are covered by these question~ 
naires and were found employed as follows: 482, or 57% in stores; 
141, or 16% in offices: and the remaining 27% in miscellaneous 
lines such as taverns, restaurants, etc. 

In exploring the means of transportation used by these people 
in getting to work, a very significant fact appeared when it was 
found that 581 of these people drove their own cars. This is 68% 
of the total number of people employed in or near the downtown busi
ness district. Without regulation, people will park their cars 
in the most convenient spaces nearest their place of employment 
which could be used to a greater advantage by shopper parkers. The 
bulk of these employees and business operators, a total of 57%, use 
parking space on the streets or in public lots, and the remaining 
43%-park in private rented lots or in lots owned by the business 
itself. The location of the space used by these people is a sig
nificant factor to be considered. It was found that 336 (58%) of 
this group found parking space within one block of their place of 
employment. 137 (23%) within two blocks, 94 (16%) within three 
blocks, and a scant 3% four or more blocks away. 

I 
I I 

From this, the terrific impact this group has on the overall 
parking situation in Alpena can be plainly seen. These people who 
actually contribute little or nothing to the economic welfare ot( 
purchasing power of the area from which they draw their livlihood, 
are found to be utilizing a large percentage of the most desirable 
parking space which could be utilized by business customers. A j j 
total of 222 curb spaces are being occupied by these people during ' 
the time when they could be used at a greater turn-over rate for 
parkers doing business in stores of the area, If the number of 
spaces were made available to shoppers on the basis of average curb 
space turnover, which was found to be 5.4 in Alpena, an additional 
1200 shoppers could have been parked on a daily basis. This is 43% 
of the number of the spaces the businessmen themselves have estimated 
they would need to fully accommodate their customers during peak 
periods as shown in Table VI. 

Since employees report to work before the shoppers arrive in the 
area, it logically follows that they have first priority on available 
spaces, This fact was born out in the turnover rate study which 
showed that 48% of the unmetered spaces were occupied before 9~30 
A.M. This clearly shows that some revision in the parking habits and 
practices of the employees are necessary if any improvelf!ent is to be 
made in the parking situation prevalent in the central business area. 
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TABLE VI 

EMPLOYEE P~KING QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY 

Type of Business: 
Store 
Office 
Other 

Total 

Method of Traveling to Work: 
Walk 
Drive Own Car 
Ride with Others 

Total 

Parking Location: 
On-Street 

Metered Zone 
Un-Metered Zone 

Company owned lot 
Private lot 
Municipal Lot 

Metered 
Un-metered 

Total 

Distance from Parking to Work (In Blocks): 
1 block 
2 blocks 
3 blocks 
4 blocks 
Over 4 blocks 

Total 

Number 
482 
·141 
230 

853 

152 
581 
120 

853 

-"24 
198 
140 
112 

7 
100 

5Bl 

336 
137 

94 
10 
4 

5Bl 

Percent 
57 
16 
27 

100 

18 
68 
14 

100 

4 
34 
24 
24 

2 
17 

100 

58 
23 
16 

2 
1 

100 

Estimate given by bus5.ness people e.s to number of stalls required 
by their customers during peak periods: 2866 

Square feet of floor area devoted to retail sales 

Total questionnaires returned: 
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The condition which finds most of the available space occupied 
by employees of business is not peculiar to the downtown region. 
The area on Chisholm Street adjacent to the Fraser Products Company 
was also found to possess a very undesirable feature. The employees 
of this concern park their vehicles on Chisholm Street during the 
working day and fill the usable curb spaces so that other businesses 
in the area have no space in which their customers may find parking. 
The questionnaires returned by business places in this area asked 
for relief from this condition and registered complaints regarding 

. i 

this unfair practice. The overflow from Chisholm Street has spilled ·1 
over into the Sixth and Lockwood resident;ial section and is a source 
of complaint by residents of this area. It is re.commended that a 
serious attempt be made to get the cooperation of the Fraser Products 
Company officials in locating a parking lot for their employees on 
vacant property directly behind their plant on River Street. Since 
this Umd is vacant and available, it would be a simple matter to 
arrange for an ent.rance from River Street and provide a good all-
weather lot closer t;o the plant entrance for all employees. It will 
become necessary in future years to eliminate parking from one or 
both sides of Chisholm Street and a move by Fraser Products to pro-
vide its own parking facilities at the present would take care of 
future contingencies while the solution is readily available. 

Recommendations On Parking Needs 

The congestion on the traffic arteries in Alpena indicates that 
it is not going to be long before it will be necessary to eliminate 
parking on certain of the streets in the downtown area and on some· 
of the principle streets in the intermediate areas. In order to be 
able to do this it will first; be necessary to provide adequate off
street parking space ·t;o replace 'the 'flpaces taken away from the curb, 
Taking ·this fea·ture into account and combined wi'th the analysis of 
the data obtained from the complete parking study, the recommenda
tions for additional off·-street parking lots shown graphically on 
Plate 13 have been made. 

Criteria for det.ermining the number of parking spaces necessary 
to meet specific conditions vary. Theoretical values which are based 
on floor area used for retail sales would indicate that there should 
be some l.lOO stalls available. Using a population index, we arrive 
at a figure of approximately 1500 stalls. 

In ·the entire central business district area, ·the percentage of 
occupancy averaged a li·ttle over 75%, and in the core of the most 
congested area bounded by Chisholm, Third, Water and First, it was 
found to be 80%. The accepted standard reflecting saturation of the 
existing parking .fac:Llities is in the neighborhood of 85%. Since 
we are slightly under this .figure it would appear that we actually 
have an over abundance of spaces. This is incorrect due t- Lhe 
fact that vacancies can always be found in certain stalls due to the 
normal parking turn-over time. The time of day is also an important 
consideration since an effort must be made to provide an excess num
ber of spaces to meet peak hour demands or customers will be obligated 
to go elsewhere. By providing these necessary facilities, brisk 
business can be assured for the area and the result will be the 
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improvement in land values and the city treasury will benefit from 
the higher tax returns. A deficiency of parking facilities can well 
cause an area to become less attractive to shoppers with the reSult 
that buSiness will suffer, causing decreasing land values and result
ant lowering of tax returns from that area. 

The recommended sites shown will provide the additional parking 
spaces heeded for the central business district of Alpena in loca
tions near enough to be used to good advantage. Acquisition of these 
sites should be taken without undue delay so that Spaces lost through 
the elimination of curb parking needed to put streets back to the 
use for which they were originally intended will not transpire first 
and leave a period of deficient parking. 

I 
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The physical layout of the central business district is such that 
the important· direction of expansion will be to the northwest along 
Chisholm Street. For this reason as well as the facts borne out by ; ! 
the· survey that the demand for parking wa? greatest in the area im
immediatelyadjacent to the River Street parking lot, and the fact 
that the areas recommended are well wi·thin walking distance which 
can be reasonably expected to be acceptable to shopper parkers, 
it is recommended that the city take quick action to acquire the 
property recommended on Plate 13. 

The area back of the City Hall not already being devoted to 
parking should be made available by the removal of the building 
and tower thereon. Blacktop surfacing should be applied and the 
surface marked by paint lines to designate stalls. By efficient 
aelineation of the parking stalls and the additional room, it is 
estimated that this area will accommodate an additional 90 to 100 
vehicles. 

The property now in the possession of the Baptist Church on 
Third and Lockwood Streets is shown as a recommended site which would 
be desirable for a future off-street lot should this property become 
available as we have been given reason to believe. This area could 
accommodate an estimated 80 vehicles. 

The site recommended northwest of the Central Fire Station and 
the Wehofer Bakery property which includes two lots fronting on River 
Street and one on Chisholm Street, is now occupied by two vacant 
warehouse type buildings and a residence. This site is well located 
to give a good facility in the area of greatest demand for parking 
space. It could be expected to provide parking for approximately 
66 cars. The need for additional space in this vicinity is criti
cal and it would be well to acquire the property as soon as possible. 

The final area to be recommended is the four lot parcel lying 
northwest of Fourth Street between Chisholm and River Streets. 
This parcel has three lots fronting on River Street and one on Chis
holm Street. One or more of the lots in this parcel is vacant and 
the others are occupied by buildings in a bad state of repair and in 
their present condition, are not enhancing the beauty of the area. 
This particular site is one which would pe very valuable for use of 
longer period parkers who wish to shop in the downtown area for a 
longer time. The parking meters could be set to accommodate long 
time parking by employees of the businesses in the central business 
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district ahd thereby free curb spaces nearest the shopping centers 
for customer parking. This site would also be valuable for the 
parking which will be required by the future expansion of business 
ih this direct.ion which is <:dready t.ranspiring. This parcel could 
be prepared t.o accommodate approximately 88 vehicles and would 
give parking relief to a large area in the vicinity. 

Any of the sites recomm.ended above are large enough to accom
modate a structure for a ramp type parking garage if the need 
shouldarise in the future. This is a point well worth considering 
when we take into account that land in the desirable areas will 
continue to become more scarce and increase in value. If future 
needs dictate that additional parking space will be necessary, this 
could prove to be the most economical way to provide this type of 
facility. ·The land is already in possession of the city, therefore 
it would be an important factor in the economic consideration to 
determine whether the greater building cost of a ramp garage will be 
offset by the advantages of location and elimination of the need to 
acquire additional land. This would be true whether the parking was 
sponsored by the city or private enterprise. 

The recommended sices, excluding the Baptist Church property, 
would accommodate an estimated 252 vehicles and would be a progres
sive step in solving the parki.ng problem for some time in the future. 

On-street, parking in Alpena seems ·to be working out quite well 
insofar as time limit violations are concerned. Violations are not 
particularly serious since the rate found during the survey was 
appi."oximately 6%. For a city the size of Alpena this is quite reason
able, and is a tribute to good enforcement and cooperation by the 
people. Some parkers·are willing to buy parking space by periodic 
"meter·feedihg" which,. of course, defeats the purpose of the meter 
itself. Meters are used primariiy to insure a turnover of vehicles· 
in the spaces, Where there is evidence of meter feeding in an area, 
time limit enforcement making us~ of tire chalking must be initiated 
to combat this type of a.cti.vit:y. 

Plate 14 shows graphically the data obtained by a survey of the 
parking habits i.n the central business district oh an average day. 
A short time study of the sit;uatlon during the Deer Season influx 
was repeated and showed no appr~"~iable differences in the areas of 
demand, 

Parking lots should be made efficient by having a good clean 
surface at all times. The surface should be either concrete or 
asphalt in order to make possible the marking of stalls for the most 
economical use of the space a:vaH.able" Ligh'r,ing, for night-time use 
is a very important factor·in encouraging public use of these lots, 
especially by women. Dark, unlighted lots provide a refuge for van
dals as well as being dangerous in other ways. Signs should be 
erected at strategic places along the-streets to guide the motorists 
along the most desirable routes to the lots and thereby lessen con
gestion on the streets caused by uncertainty of people looking for 
them, 

The northwest shopping area on both sides of Chisholm Street be
tween Ninth and Tenth Streets appears to have very little trouble 
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from the deficiency of parking spaces. The city government has 
approved the use of some land in Market Square for development 
into a parking lot if such a lot becomes necessary. While it 
does not appear that this will be needed immediately, this proper
ty should be reserved for this contingency. A large area back of 
the Kotwicki Department store is now being used to good advantage 
by patrons of the area but if this should be withdrawn from use 
as parking and a building built on the land, the building itself 
would probably become a traffic generator and further accentuate 
the deficiency in parking. The area from the alley to the rear 
of the buildings on the northeast side of Chisholm Street could 
easily be developed by property owners into parking if rear en
trances to their places were built. It would make it very easy 
for customers to have a good place to park near to the place they 
wish to do business. 

Zoning Ordinances For Parking 

Zoning for parking :l.s a legal method of requiring needed· off
street parking facilities in conjunction with newly erected or sub
stantially altered buildings. The purpose of a zoning ordinance 
for off-street parking is to provide off-street parking space to 
meet present requirements and more realistically provide for the 
future demands of parking space created by parking generators. The 
e.xtend of need should be determined by the type of usage. By means 
of these zoning ordinances, off-street parking facilities are made 
an integra 1 part of the development of the bus :l.nes s on a pe.;rmanent 
basis and g:l.ves insurance against the lack of th:l.s essential com
ponent in a funct:l.onally complete business. Future growth can be 
accomplished with less burden placed on municipal and private 
facilities. 

While these ordinances are not in themselves a complete solu-
tion to the problem, a properly draft'ed and administered ordinance, 
with the proper enforcement, can be a valuable ai.d to a munici.pal 
parki.ng program and help materially to allay further expansion of the 
difficulties now present as regard the parking problem: 

Ordi.nances outlining requirements for off-street parking facil
i.ties to be prov:l.ded by generators of parking demand in Alpena are 
woefully :l.na{)equate. It was found in a study of the Ordinance Code 
of the City of Alpena that the provision of off-street parking is 
required only at places of public assembly, multiple dwelli.ngs, 
hospi.tals and hotels. While this is definitely a step in the right 
direction, i.t neveretheless falls short of treati.ng the problem of 
equal or greater magnitude-··that of the retai.l store or offi.ce 
building. 

This should be remedied i.mmediately by the addltion to the Code 
defi.nite requirements for off-street parki.ng facilities in any new 
or substantially altered buildi.ng which is not of the type covered 
in the ordinances already in effect. 



Loading Zones 

The provision of off-stree·t loading facilities as required by 
a Zoning Ordinance is another means of insuring future freedom from 
the difficulties now being experienced in the downtown area of Al
pena. The increasing need. of-reserving more and more street space 
for the use of moving traffic dietates immediate action in making 
use of this means of providing freedom of movement on the streets. 

While the requirements imposed by a Zoning Ordinance as men
tioned above provide for the future, strong sustained effort must 
be put forth to do something to handle the problem for immediate 
relief. To this end the .following recommendations are made. 

In sections where alleys are in existance, it should be made 
mandatory that the merchants provide rear entrances .for loading 
and unloading of freight and merchandise by commercial vehicles. 
In many cases, the requirement of using alleyways for loading 
zones i.s deemed inconvenient by users who continue to unload at 
their leisure in places of their choice which usually means double 
parking on the streets. Making it mandatory to carry on these 
activities in the alleys will, of course, necessitate strict en
forcement of the ban on parking in alleys. 

Permits for curb loading zones should be issued by the city 
only after a study of condi ti.ons by competent personnel assigned 
this funct;ion. The newly published Michigan Uniform Traffic Code 
for Cities, Townships and Villages very ably presents an ordinance 
for curb loading zones under Section 2.30 entitled "Permits for 
Curb Loading Zones", which reads as follows: 

"The traffic engineer shall not, hereafter designate or 
sign any curb loading zone upon special request of any 
person unless such person makes application for a per
mit for such zone and for two signs to indicate the 
ends of such zone. The traffic engineer upon granting 
a permit and issuing such signs shall collect from the 
applicant and deposit with the treasurer a service fee, 
in the amount spec:l.fi.ed by resolution of the ordinance 
making body, for year or fraction thereof. The govern
mental unit may by regulations impose conditions upon 
the use of ,such s:l.gns and for reimbursement for the 
value thereof in the event of misuse or upon expiration 
of permit. Every such permit shall expire at the end 
of 1 year." 

Curb loading zones may be established for businesses in an area 
by designating a section of two to three stalls in length for loading 
during the off peak traffic hours and marked as such by signs placed 
at the ends of ·the zone. In Alpena, as determined by the parking 
study, it seems practical to ha.ve these zones signed so as to prohibit 
parking for all but commercial vehicles loading or unloading between 
the hours of 7:30 and 10:00 in the morning, and between 4:00 and 5:30 
in the afternoon. The signs should bear the legend: LOADING ZONE-
No Parking 7:30 AM-10:00 AM -- 4:00 PM-5:30 P!VI. 

' 'i 
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It should be borne in mind that none of the remedies tried 
will be of any value if they are subject to modification for either 
personal or political reasons and unless they are administered in a 
fair and impartial basis. The strict enforcement of these curb 
loading zones by the Police Depart;ment is a most essential part in 
making this effort effect;ive. Once ·t;he enforcement is relaxed for 
any reason ·which may seem convenient; at the moment it will become 
increasingly easy for misuse of the zones to become so widespread 
as to render them t.otally i.neffective. After provisions have been 
made to accommodate loading operations wi·thout interference with 
traffic, all violations should be penalized on an equitable basis 
without regard for special privileges, The penalty for double 

,parking for the purpose of loading or unloading should be especially 
severe. Parking violations should be graduated so the penalty for 
overtime parking is not as great as parking in a moving lane of 
t.raffic. 



PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE VOLUMES 

A good plan of traffic operation cannot be properly prepared 
without acquiring an accurate knowledge about the movement and 
volumes of vehicles and pedestriaml. This information is basic 
and is th.e foundation on which a good arterial street system is 
developed. WJ.thout it, no proper appraisal of lane capacity and 
intersection cross-movements could be made. 

Mechanical and manual methods were employed for gathering 
vehicle and pede<>trian volumes. Machines can perform a reliable 
job of count:ing vehicles and g:rouping them by their ti.me of pass
age ·through a selected point, but classification of turning move
menu would prove a dUficult task unless complicated equipment 
was employed. Manual turning movements were taken on the Alpena 
Survey. 

The proper selection ot stations for counting vehicles plays 
a very important functiot1 in the success of the survey, It is 
costly and unnecessax•y to count. traffic in every block of each 
str. e. e.t. . Aoou.ra·te .. sa.mpl. i~ .. g.· .. '~' .. :i.ll ... p. roduoe. just.· as··· s. atisfa.ot. o.l'Y' re~ 
sults. 'l'his reqm.res a background knowledr:e of the manner in 
whi.ch the street system is beinrp used, Identifying atreats which 
o<u•ry large volnmes of traff:Lc J.S a. relatively simple task. At
'l;emp't:ing to :Lsolerte those intersections which act as interchanges 
for t.raffio moving from one street ·t;o another•, is more difficult. 

By t>he pJ~oper selection C!f count;ing stations, it is possibJ.e 
·to account .f(>r all the :J.mpo:rt;,ant ta•aff:Lc .flow movements through 
the ci'IJy and da·terrn:l.ne whether· a future street; sys·cem will be able 
to acGommodate the t:re.ff'ic g1•owth which t'he fu·ture could produce. 

Alpena has lilaveral st,...eets carrying large volumes o:f t:raf:fic. 
'rbis :is a tx•:lbute ·to the dr;;amic char•a.ctex· of ·the city'and also the 
hi.gh level. of eoonomi.(J acl'b ... v:ii;y. Chisholm Street and Second Avenue 
are the ma;,!or t.:t•affj .. c carr:l.ers,, but other routes a.re fast app:roach
:.Lng t:he se ,st.:l:'eet;a :Ln a.rter:i.a.l :t.mpo:rtance, St;a.te Avenue, F'irst 
Avenu.e" !Up ley Boulevard,, N:int;h Avenue and Washington Avenue have 
grown to traff:Lo propor'l;i.ons whe:reby the contl'Ol of traffic requ:l.res 
ccms:l..derable thought and plamdng. Johnson Street, whi.le carrying 
smaller volumes when ()Ompal•ed t.o ·the above mentioned routes, will 
grow in tra:ff:l.c :i.rnpor·t;ance due to ·the development in the area it 
serves. 

Table VII shows 24-hour tr<~.ffi.c volumes gathered at seve:ral 
ste.i>:Lons on t;he Alpena street system. The largest traffic volume 
was .found on Second Avenue between Chisholm St:reet and .Pa:rk Place. 
This block is in t;he heart of Alpena v s shopping area which accounts 
.for the traffic act.ivi.tr·, Second Avenue is also a bridge crossing 
route to the north sectJ.on of the city which induces a considerable 
amount o.f traffic. Chi.sholm Street likewise has traffic volttmes 
in excess of 10,000 vehicles :l.n the downtown business area. The 
combination of bus1ness activi't;y and through ·traffic movements 
swell the volume o.f traffic. Chisholm Street i's .al.sf!l State Trunk
line Highway us-;n a.nd i.s one of' the major north to south routes in 
the State of lV!:i. ch:tgan, 

' . ;_.' 
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Table VII 

CITY OF ALPENA 

24-Hour Vehicle Volumes 

June, 1957 

Street Location Count 

Oldfield Street Between Second and Ford 1637 
Oldfield Street Between Cedar and Pine 1306 
Miller Street Between Second and Ford 1084 
Miller Street Between Long Lake Road and Pine 2105 
Second Avenue Between Campbell and Lincoln 2390 
Second Avenue Between Hitchcock and Washington 3972 
Second Avenue Between Washington and Chisholm 9120 
Second Avenue Between Chisholm and Park Place 11271 
Second Avenue Between Lake and Clark 5789 
First Avenue Between Campbell and Lincoln 1706 
First Avenue Between Hitchcock and Chisholm 1478 
First Avenue Between Chisholm and Park Place 6235 

; __ ) 
Eighth Avenue Between Lockwood and Sable 432 
Eighth Avenue Between Chisholm and River 367 
Ninth Avenue Between Lockwood and Sable 6259 
Ninth Avenue Between Chisholm and River 4667 
Ripley Boulevard Between Stat.e and Grant 4392 
Ripley Boulevard Between Campbell and Washington 5532 
Ripley Boulevard Between Washington and Catherine 5484 
State Avenue Between Ripley and Mason 8672 
Chisholm Street Between State and First 10488 
Chisholm Street Between First and Second 9201 
Chisholm Street Between Second and Third 10543 
Chisholm Street North of Johnson 7488 
Washington Avenue West City Limits 4780 
Washington Avenue Between Charlotte and Ripley 5803 
Washington Avenue Between Ripley and Bedford 5665 
Washington Avenue Between Chisholm and Second 4424 
Johnson Street Between Walnut and Woodward 1317 
Adams Street Between Long Lake Road and Lake 2743 
Campbell Street Between Third and Fourth 1984 
Third Avenue Between Dunbar and White 3704 
Fourth Avenue Between Washington and Tawas 726 
Water Street Between First and Second 3803 
Park Place Between First and Second 2621 
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A very well defined vehicle travel path was found from an exam
ination of the traffic counts. The Ripley Boulevard-Ninth Avenue 
traffic axis is subject to a great deal of traffic usage due to its 
serving as a bypass to the Alpena central business area. A close 
observation of the city map will show that this is an ideal circum
ferential route. The route starts at the intersection of Ripley 
Boulevard with State Avenue and extends along Ripley until it runs 
into Ninth Avenue. Ninth Avenue carries on-to the northeast where 
it crosses the Thunder Bay River into Alpena's north side. This is 
the only bridge crossing northwest of the Second Avenue bridge so 
traffic is required to use the route. 

Plates 15 and 16 show hourly traffic volumes at count stations 
located on major traffic arteries. The purpose of these counts is 
to determine the maximum periods of traffic movement. This infor
mation is very vital for determining lane capacities on arterial 
streets. It would be very possible for two streets to carry identi
cal traffic volumes during a 24-hour period, but with one street 
having a much more pronounced traffic peak than the other, Failure 
to account for this situation could result in traffi-c congestion 
which would occur on a daily basis. The period between 4 _PM and 
5 PM was the peak hour for most of the routes although the 2 PM to 
3 PM hour was the heaviest on Second Avenue in the downtown area. 
As a general rule, the hour of highest traffic is 10% of the 24-hour 
total. Alpena traffic followed qui·te closely to this figure. This 
is proof that; Alpena 1 s traffic is diversified and is not confined to 
one t;ype of activity. 

The intersection of Chisholm Street with Second Avenue is one 
of the busiest intersections in the City in view of the combined 
vehicle and pedestrian volumes. A graphic summary sheet of vehicle 
volumes was prepared for the eight hours between the periods of 
7 AM-lOAM; llAM-lPM and 3PJVl-6PM. These hours encompassed the peak 
hours of the day. Left turns are prohibited at this location 
therefore the counts shown on Plate 17 are traffic violations. There 
are heavy right-turning movements in the north, west and east quad
rants which are in conflict with pedestrian movements. 

Plate 18 shows a vehicle flow diagram for the intersection of 
Second Avenue with Miller Street. The city recently installed a 
traffic signal at this location, therefore a turning movement count 
was taken in the two hours between 3:30PM-5:30PM when industrial 
traffic was at a maximum, The counts show that the left turn from 
the southwest on Second Avenue to the northwest on Miller Street 
is the heaviest conflicting movement. This movementis actually 
being hindered by traffic signal operation. 

Pedestrian volumes are shown for an eight hour period at three 
intersections in the downtown area. Plate 19 shows the volume and 
directior. of pedestrian movements for the three periods between the 
hours of 7AM-10AM; llAM-lPM and JPM-6PM. The-intersections of Second 
Avenue with Chisholm and Park Place have very large volumes of pedes
trian travel while the intersection of Chisholm and Third is lighter. 
The number of pedestrians found at all three locations will prevent a 
severe conflict with vehicle movements and must be solved by proper 
signal timing and the enforcement of pedestrian ordinances. 
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STATION NO. 

DAY 
DATE 

TIME 

12.-IA.M. 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-S 

·-· 6-7 

7-S 

·-· 9-10 

10-11 

11-12 

12-IP.M. 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

5-6 

6-7 

7-8 

·-· SHO 

10-11 

11-1.2 

TOTAL 

Station No. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 

l 2. 
Thurs. 

6/27 6/27 

10? 82 
'n 62 
R~ 48 
~:<>. 1Q 
1? 10 .,., 10 

1.;4 101 
??~ 174 
100 169 
:;>46 221 
??1 101 .,;;,.., 28'i 

~~g 
?,<;6 
~Q<; 

~RO 198 
lim 19e; 
4'71 1.6o 
iJ.~!. 400 
~~1 ~~P. 

427 1QQ 
28<; <n..,; 
2'58 ?/..? 

173 202 
218 ?08 

5803 5665 

Location 

ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 
1957 

CENTRAL TRAFFIC SERVICES 

HOURLY TRAFFIC VOLUMES 
'1. 4. '5. -
Wed Wed Wed 
6h6 6/26 {;/?.6 

?2 207 16Q 
18 141 94 

?A 73 67 
8 4'i 21 
8 :;>l:; 1£; 

10 ryJ:; ~c. 

44 lll 97 
90 '34'5 2'30 

1?2 416 16? 
168 404 370 
2e;2 661 e; 8 
i~6 627 5 9 
~~'7 6<;Q o;: \1 
?ai< ?oR 6o8 
28?, 691 'i80 
114 718 <;Q2 
~~6 RO? f.?"! 
11o 719 e;?~ 
?~4 610 'ill 
:;>c;Q 6r:.? 6~4 
.,:;:,.;,; <;81 64? 

?!U) 4o? 'i01 
?04 1?'i 419 
1 .(A '>?ll ?Ok 

4424 10489 9201 

Washington (M-32) West or Ripley 
Washington (M-32) East or Ripley 
Washington (M-32) Between Chisholm and Second 
Chisholm (US-23) Between State and First 

Station No. 
5· 
6. 
7· 

6. 7~ 
WA<i. 
61?6 61?? 

:;>4.; R4 
127 88 
126 c.6 
4? ,., 
6 -, £; 

?~ ~ 
68 -,il 

217 2~i 
270 208 
422 224 
'i?8 280 
696 274 
?60 'W) 

?o<> 1'>9 
804 126 
?02 ~c;4 
?M IJA:;> 
741 ~qr; 

'508 160 
66~ ~6c. 

f.Ro ~ 
'i?2 226 
4Qc; 1?8 .,.,;, lllh. 

10543 55J2 

Location 
Chisholm (U.S-23) Between First & Second 
Chisholm (US-23) Between Second & Third 
Ripley Between Campbell and Washington 
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STATION NO. 

DAY 

DATE 

TIME 

12-IA.M. 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-S 

·-· 11-7 

7-8 

·-· 9-Ml 

lo-ll 

ll-12 

12-IP.M. 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

s-o 
6-7 

7-8 

8-9 

9-10 

K>-11 

11-12. 

TOTAL 

Station No. 
8. 
9· 

10. 

8 

' '"'" en 

18 

??4 

217 
l?i: ,;n 

Q 

Wed 

14 
8 
6 
4 
2 

27 

80 
71 

85 
109 
lOQ 

84 
90 

110 

ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 
1957 

CENTRAL TRAFFIC SERVICES 

HOURLY TRAFFIC VOLUMES 
10 
Wed 

65 
42 
25 
19 

8 
60 

148 
228 
109 
108 

37o 
440 
494 
414 

119 
18<; 
1!U: 

6235 

11 
tJcr1 

1?2 
71 

15 
8 

47 
1?? 

2~Q 

429 

612 
706 
6o8 

h1? 

'i29 

9120 

12 
Wed. 

238 
104 

1\0 

286 
400 

664 
7R<; 

??2 

806 

''7?1 

c;o:J: 
'''~ 

ll273 

11 

6/28 

100 
77 
b2 
22 
14 
82 

82 

tl'tl 

742 

811 
91\2 

?86 
866 
842 

. 62'> 

Location Location Station No. 
Ripley Between Washington and Catherine ll. 
first Street Southwest o:f Chisholm. 12~ 
First Street Between Chisholm. and Park Place 13 • 

Second Between Washington and Chisholm 
Second Between Chisholm and Park Place 
Second North of Bridge 



ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 
1957 

VEHICLE VOLUME COUNT 
GRAPHIC SUMMARY SHfET ?AM 

llAM 
Date: 6/26/57 Day: ~ednesday Weather: Clear Time: JPM 

lOAM 
lPM 

to 6PM 
Intersection of: Chisholm Street and _:::;Se::::c,.,o"!n!::d"-!!Ac:cve"'n:!:u,e::..._ ________ _ 

SW on Second Ava. 

Nota: Left turns are 
illegal due to 
their prohibition. 

Intersection Leg 
SW Leg of Second Avenue 
NE Lei! of Second Avenue 
SE Leg of Chisholm Street 
NW Leg of Chisholm Street 

TOTAL 

Inbound 

173: 
260 
214: 
206: 
85.54 

PLATE 17 

NE on Second Ave. 

21 

1548 2097 

528 

• 
+' 
Cf.l 

Outbound 
2164 
209' 

~4 
8.5.54 

Total 
< 01 
L 0 

)4' 

' )'51 



ALPENA TRAFFIC STUDY 
VEHICLE FLOW 0 lA GRAM 

SECOND AND MILLER 
3=30pm- 5=30pm 

1957 

PLATE 18 

STREET 
46 

SCALE 

No. of Vehicles 

' i 

CTS 

' i 
i 
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SPEED AND DELAY 

The speed of traffic over the street,s of Alpena indicates 
that i:he:ce is a need to maintain or increase enforcement in cer-
tain areas ·while ·at the same time, raise the speed limits to 
realistic maximums where such speeds are permissable. A review 
of the accident records reveal that violation of the posted speed 
limits was very seldom the cause of accidents. Although speed is 
a factor in some of the accidents, ·this is generally because of a 
violation of the prima facie speed law which compels a driver to 
maintain a speed which is reasonable and proper for conditions 
even if the posted speed is greater. 

Vehicle Speed Studies 

The streets selected for t;he speed checks were those on which 
the police have found the greatest number of violations and where 
the existing speed limits are sub;ject to question. These are State 
Avenue, Chisholm Street, Washington Avenue, Ripley Boulevard between 
State Avenue and Washington Avenue, and Johnson Street between 
ChiFJholm S·treet and Walnut Street. Tables VIII, IX, and X show the 
resu1:t.s of these speed che eke;. 

Stations #l to #5 are on US-23 while stations #6 to #10 are on 
JV!-32. These two highways have speed lim:its which are established 
by the joint aut.hori ty of the State Highway Commissioner and ·the 
Commissioner of S·tate Polic<'l and cannot be altered by local govern
mental action. 'rhe checks reveal that the zones are set quite ac·· 
curat.ely and are defi.n:it;el.y not, too high. There i.s a tendency for 
disobedience of the post,ed speedE; on Chisholm Street, near Long 
ll.apids Road and on Washington Av•~nue at the west city limits. Obedi
ence is good on the remaining sections,, 

The speed study made on .H:i.pley Boulevard indicates the need of 
a speed limit higher than the basic speed of 25 miles per hour. 

'l'he 85·1;h percentile is calculated for each speed station since 
this :L~3 na·t.;ionally recogni~;ed as the proper place t;o establish the 
maximum speed. This me:Jtns tha·l; i~he average dr.i vers are performing 
1'\l'it;hin the legal llmH while 15 percent; are driving beyond this 
limit;. Est,abli!3hing a limit much lower than this value would create 
a speed zone impossible t,o enforce judiciously. It is a proven fact 
that, the posting of a low speed on a sign will not alter the driver's 
behavior to any appreciable degree. 

JO miles per hour should br~ posted on Ripley Boulevard between 
Washington Avenue and Third Avenue while 35 miles per hour should be 
posted bet;ween Third Avenue and State Avenue. The problem of rais
ing the basic speed past; the school will no doubt cause criticism, 
but a new development; in electrical signing provides a ready answer 
for this pro blern. A signal-· sign combination consisting of alternate 
flashers and an illuminated speed legend is placed in advance of a 
school zone on each approach leg of the highway. When children are 
coming and departing from school, the flashers are activated and 
the speed legend is illuminat,ed. This speed legend should be "25" 
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Light Conditions 

Dark____Light__K_ 

SPEEDS IN 
M.,P.,H .. Station #l 

No .• 

Over 50 

45 50 

40 - 45 2 2.0 

35 - 40 5 5.0 

30 - 35 25 25.0 

25 - 30 36 36.0 

Under 25 32 32.0 

TOTAL 100 100.0 

AVERAGE SPEED 27.7 

85th PERCENTILE 32.2 

ESTABLISHED SPEED 30 

Table VIII 

ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 

Central Traffic Services 

VEHICLE SPEED SUMMARY 

Weather 

Clear__A_Cloudy ____ Rain____Bnow __ __ 

St.ation 
No. 

2 

3 

29 

42 

24 

100 

28.5 

33.4 

25 

#2 

2.0 

3.0 

29.0 

42.0 

24.0 

100.0 

Station #3 
No. '{. 

4 4.0 

44 44.0 

50 50.0 

100 100.0 

25.5 

30.1 

30 

Station 
#l 
#2 
#3 

State Avenue between Mason and Barry 
Day and Date 

6-24-57 
6-24-57 
6-24-57 
6-24-57 
6-24-57 

#lj 
#5 

State Avenue between Dunbar and Hitchcock 
Chisholm Street between Sixth and Seventh 
Chisholm Street between Eleventh and Twelfth 
Chisholm Street 500 feet SE ·of Long Rapids Rd. 

-----, 

Pavement Condition 

Dry_x_ Wet __ IcY. ___ _ 

Station Stat·ion #5 
No. No. 

2 2.0 

5 5.0 

16 16.0 

4 4.0 15 15.0 

15 15.0 34 34.0 

30 30.0 17 n.o 
51 51.0 11 11.0 

100 100.0 100 100.0 

26.2 38.8 

31.6 45.1 

30 40 

Time and Length of Count 
9:30AM to 10:00 AM 30 Min. 

10:20 AM to 10:45 AM 25 Min. 
11:10 AM to 11:37 AM 27 Min. 

2:20 PM to 2:50 PM 30 Min. 
3:05 PM to 3:28 PM 23 Min. 
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Light Conditions 

Table IX 

ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 
Central Traffic Services 

VEHICLE SPEED SUMMARY 

TtJeather 

Clea.r __ Cloudy X Rain __ Snow __ 

SPEEDS IN Station #6 Sta;t-: on #7 Station #8 
M .. P .. H .. No., % No. % 

Over 50 17 l7.0 l LO 

45 - 50 30 30.0 2 2.0 

40 45 25 25.0 6 6.0 

35 - 40 19 19.0 4l 4LO 

30 - 35 6 6.0 39 39 .. 0 

25 - 30 2 2.0 0 9.0 / 

Under 25 l LO 2 2.0 

TOTAL 100 100.0 100 100.0 

AVERAGE SPEED 44.2 35.2 

85th PERCEIJTILE 5L7 39.4 

ESTABLISHED SPEED 1.<; 
./ 

Station 
#6 Washington Ave. 
#7 Washington Ave. 
#8 Washington Ave. 
#9 Washington Ave. 
#lO Washington Ave. 

35 

at West City Limits 
! Mile E. of City Limits 
between Tenth and Eleventh 
between ~Qttle Ck~d Cavanaugh 
between Fourth and McKinley 

No. % 

l LO 

3 3.0 

19 19.0 

62 62.0 

15 15.0 

100 100.0 

28.1 

32.2 

25 

Dav and Date 
6-26-57 
6-26-57 
6-26-57 
6-26-57 
6-26-57 

Pavement Condition 

Dry _X_wet_Icy_ 

Station #9 Station #l a· 
No. % No. % 

7 7.0 c; 5,0 / 

25 25.0 32 32.0 

53 53.0 52 52.0 

15 15.0 ll ll"O 

100 100.0 100 100.0 

28.8 29.0 

33·3 33·3 

25 25 

Time and Length of Count 
9:15 AM to 9:50AM 35 Min. 

10:10 AM to 10:36 AM 28 Min. 
10:55 AM to ll:30 AM 35 Min. 
1:45 PM to 2:18 PM 33 Min. 
2:30 PM to 2:55 PM 25 Min. 



TABLE X 

ALPENA TRAFFIC SURVEY 

Central Traffic Services 

VEHICLE SPEED SUMMARY 

Light Conditions Weather 

Dark_Light_x_ Clear__lL_ Cloudy __ Rain __ sn~--

SPEEDS IN Station #ll Station #l2 
MoP oHo No. 1o No. % 

Over 50 

45 - 50 

40 - 45 

35 - 40 

30 - 35 

25 - 30 

l3 13.0 

l2 12.0 

49 49.0 

l l.O 

l l.O 

9 9.0 

7 7.0 

59 59.0 

Under 25 26 26.0 23 23.0 

TarAL lOO 100.0 lOO 100.0 

AVERAGE SPEED 28.8 27.6 

85th PERCENTILE 33.0 30.8 

ESTABLISHED SPEED 25 25 

Station 
#ll Ripley Blvd. 200 ft. So. of Bald~in 
#12 Ripley Blvd. bet~een Third and Fourth 
#13 Ripley Blvd. bet~een First and Second 
#14 Ripley Blvd. BOO ft. No. of LaForest 
#15 Johnson St. 2900 ft. SE of Chisholm 

Station #13 
No. 'fo 

3 3.0 

3 3.0 

20 20.0 

l9 19.0 

48 48.0 

7 7.0 

100 100.0 

32.0 

36.4 

25 

Da;y and Date 
6-25-57 
6-25-57 
6-25-57 
6-25-57 
6-25-57 

Pavement Condition 

Dry _L Wet __ Icy 

Station #l4 Station #l5 
No. 'fo No. % 

l l.O 2 2.0 

l l.O 3 3·0 

l7 n.o 31 3l.O V1 
f-' 

23 23.0 25 25.0 

53 53.0 32 32.0 

5 5.0 7 7.0 

lOO 100.0 100 100.0 

3l.2 33.1 

35.4 37.4 

25 25 

Time and Length of Count 
8:30 AM to 9:40 AM l hr. 10 Min. 

11:00 AM to 12:00 N l hr. 
l:l5 PM to 1:45 PM 45 Min. 
2:00 PM to 2:45 PM 45 Min. 
3:15 PM to 4:30PM l hr. 15 Min. 
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and will supercede the regular 30 mile speed limit. This permits 
the motorist to drive under a realistic speed limit for normal 
conditions, but when the children are present, a very effective 
illuminated signal and sign is put in operation which lowers the 
speed and adds to the safety of the school zone. The speed legend 
on this sign cannot be read when the e:Lectric power is off. 

The speed check shows that Johnson Street should be posted 
for a 35 mile speed limit between Chisholm Street and Walnut 
Street. 

Speed and Delay Studies 

Traffic congestion on Chisholm Street and Second Avenue indi
cated the desirability of making a speed and delay study to show 
the places where congestion was most prevalent and to isolate the 
causes. 

The study on Chisholm Street which is shown on Plate 20 started 
at S·bate Avenue and ended on Thirteenth Avenue. The runs were made 
on a week day afternoon when traffic conditions would be considered 
normal. The runs from State Avenue to Thirteenth Avenue were made 
at; an average speed of 14.4 miles per hour while the runs from 
Thirteenth Avenue to State Avenue were made at 16.9 miles per hour. 
Most of the delays were encountered between State Avenue and Third 
Avenue due to poor signal timing and left ·turn interference. The 
curb parking on Chi.sholm Street creates an interference which causes 
poor progr•essive movement from one signal to another. Better signal 
timing and reduction of left ·turns across opposing traffic will give 
a big improvement in the existing condition., The timing of the s:l.g·· 
nals shown ln the signal section will permit a motorist to travel at 
an average speed of 22.7 miles per hour through this area on a sixty 
second signal cycle. 

Second Avenue was studied from Washlngton Avenue to Clark, 
Street. The test veb,lcle was able to average 14.1 miles per hour 
going from Washington Avenue to Clarke Street while only 12.6 miles 
per hour could be maintained going from Clarke Street to Washington 
Avenue. The results are shoWl;l on Pla.te 21. The area of greatest 
conges·l;ion was between Washington Avenue and the Second Avenue 
Bridge over the Thunder Bay River. The signal timing was again caus
i.ng difficulty, It was apparent that pedestrians crossing Second 
Avenue with the traffic signals at Chisholm Street and Park Place 
were being permitted to walk almost to the time when the vehicle 
clearance interval started. This was instrumental in blocking vehicles 
on Second Avenue desiring to start on the green signal since pedes
trians were still in the intersection. 

Left turns at Water Street, Park Place and the alleyways were 
blocking traffi.c on Second Avenue. This was very pronounced at Water 
Street in the period from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. when vehicles from 
the industrial area north of the Bridge were attempting to turn left 
off of Second Avenue. 

Placing i.n effect a good signal timing schedule would permit 
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traffic to move along Second Avenue at an average speed of 20.7 
miles per hour on a 60 second signal cycle. 

Specific remedies for removing the congestion found on Chis
holm Street and Second Avenue will be discussed in other sections 
O·f this report. 



TRAFFIC SIGNALS 

Existing System 

There are five inter13ections which have traffic signal control 
in the City of Al.pena. 'rhree of these are on Chisholm Street (US-
2.3) which means they are COJ:).trolled by the Michigan State Highway 
Department. The two signal& which are the sole responsibility of 
the city are located at the intersections of Second Avenue with Park 
Place and Second Avenue with Miller Street. The traffic signal con
trol equipment is moc;iern and in an excellent state of repair. The 
equipment is capable of a flexibility in control which is not being 
utilized at the present time. 

Wit;h the exception of th~P controller for the traffic signal at 
the Second Avenue and Miller Street intersection which has only a 
single dial, all of the othershave two dials. The controllers are 
of a single manufacturer and are capable of being expanded to three 
dials. The three signals i:q the downtown area which are within a 
block of each other are interconnected. This means that the signals 
can operate with a presqribed time relationship between them which 
is not dependent on the synchronous action of the electric motors 
which drive the timing mechanism, 

An inventory of the timing schedules established for the various 
signals revealed that the second dia,l. was serving little, if any, use
ful purpose. For instance, the controller at Chisholm Street and 
Third Avenue had the same timing.schedule and cycle gear for both 
dials 1f.l and //2. It was apparent from this and the lack of dial 
transfer mechanism of the rp.aster controller that only one time schedule 
could be in effect when the controllers were under automatic operation. 
It would be possible for the cycle length to be changed from a fifty
five t;o a sixty second length by manual operation at the Chisholm 
Street and Ninth' Avenue signal. 

All the vehicle traffic signals are of the single head, span
suspended type, There are pedest,..ian signals at the three locations 
in the downtown business area. They are of the neon type and are 
mounted on pedestal posts. Isolatio)1 of the pedestrian signals from 
the vehicle signals is in .keeping with sound practice. The visibility 
of the overhead vehic;:le signals can be improved since they are de
ficient in this respect. 

r : ~-_~ 

The present timing of the :pedestrian signals permits the pedes-
trian to walk ac:ross an intersection within four seconds of the time , ' 
when the vehicle cl<;)arance interv<J.l commences. This is unnecessary 
and in most instances should be changed, There is a common belief 
that pedestrian signals afe set in accordance with the time it takes 
to walk the length of the particular crosswalk. This cannot be true 
when we consider that a pedest:rian may leave the curb only a few 
seconds before the expiration of the "walk" interval and legally be 
granted right of way over vehicles until he reaches the far curb. 
The pedestrian signal is designed n0t only to give the pedestrian 
positive assignment of right of way, but also to prohibit his cross-
ing of the intersection a sufficient time in advance of the vehicle 
clearance interv1:1l so that vehicles may be. given an opportunity to 
make right and left turns without obstruction. 
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Recommended Signal Timing Changes 

The three traffic signals on Chis.holm Street and the three on 
Second Avenue (the signal at Chisholm and Second is common to both 
streets) are spaced sufficiently close together whereby definite 
advantages can be obtained by operating the signals with a time 
relationship between them. The most positive method of acquiring 
this time relationship is by interconnecting the traffic signals 
throughout the system. Although the synchronous action of the motors 
will permit one time dial to remain in step with another provided 
the same cycle length is employed throughout the system, this has a 
double disadvantage. First, flexibility of the present signal equip
ment in Alpena is lost because only one time dial can be used. Sec
ond, any interruption of electrical service will require the manual 
resetting of the signals, 

It is desirable that the traffic signals at Chisholm 1rdth Ninth 
Avenue and Second with Miller Street be added to the present inter
connected system in the do~mtown business area. The whole signal 
system should be placed in an operating condition whereby the master 
controller can select eit.her of ·two time dials at each of the second
ary controllers. This would require the addition of a second time 
dial at the intersection of Second with Miller Street. 

Plate 22 shows a time-space diagram designed for the traffic 
signals located on Chisholm Street, The signal at Chisholm with 
Second Avenue shows the same amount of "green" period forboth Chis
holm aild Second. The close balance between traffic volumes on these 
two roadways require this t;ime split, The signal at; the intersection 
of Chisholm with Third Avenue is only 422 feet away from this signal 
which means that the best; vehicle progression is obtainea by operat
ing the signals simultaneously, By ·this we meah that the green light 
will be displayed for Chisholm Street during the same period at both 
the Second and Third Avenue intersections. The amount. of time that 
it takes a vehicle to travel from Second to Third Avenue or vice versa, 
will be the amount of 11progress:Lve" green which is lost from the total 
green interval at both of these signals, Permitting a longer green 
interval at the Third Avenue signal for Chisholm Street will permit 
the widening of the progressive green band with a consequent improve
ment in vehicular flow, Vehicle volurnes at this intersection lend 
itself to this consideration since the Chisholm Street volumes exceed 
those on Third Avenue, 

At the progressive speeds shown, it would take a vehicle one and 
one half 'timeS.the length of the signal time cycle to travel from 
Second Avenue to Ninth Avenue, Using a 60 second cycle length, this 
would require 90 seconds. This means that the signal at Chisholm and 
Ninth Avenue would be displaying a red sighalto Chisholrn when a green 
signal is displayed at Second and Third Avenues. · The speeds at which 
vehicles can move through the proposed progressive signal system are 
dependent upon the cycle length under which the system is operating. 
The longer the time cycle, the slower the speed since more time is 
allocated for vehicles in travelling from one signal to the next. 

The cycle length at the Chisholm and Second Avenue signals are 
set at 55 seconds while the Third and Second Avenue signals are set 
at 60 seconds. This is contrary to S·tate Highway signal 'timing 
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methods and means that the Ninth Street signal changes its relation
ship with the other 'two signals throughout every cycle. With such a 
variation, no positive speed control can be obtained from the signal 
system. By adopting the timing which is shown on Plate 22, the de
sired speed shown for each of the cycle lengths can be selected. 

The time splits for each of the signals in the system are shown 
in percent since this is the way the timing dial on the controllers 
is calibrated. The time in seconds for each of the points shown can 
be obtained by multiplying the cycle length by the percent. Five 
percent of a sixty second cycle would represent three seconds. 

Plate 23 shows the Time-Space diagram for Second Avenue. Since 
the signal at Chisholm and Second Avenue has the Chisholm green inter
val commencing at the 0 percent mark, the Second Avenue green would 
begin at the 50 percent mark because we are employing an equal time 
split. The signal at Second and Park Place is only 370 feet from 
this signal, therefore, we must operate it simultaneously. For reasons 
already stated, we can increase the Second Avenue "green" period at 
the Park' .Place signal and thus improve vehicle progression. 

The traffic signal at Second and Miller Street is spaced one cycle 
length of time away from the Park Place signal which means it likewise 
will be operated simultaneously with the other two signals. The dia
gram shows how this is accomplished. Second Avenue is entitled to 
more time than Miller Street due to its greater traffic volumes, 
therefore, a 55 - 45 percent time split is shown. 

Speeds for the various cycle lengths indicate lower values on 
Second than on Chisholm, This is because the signals are spaced as 
they are. This will not. create any difficulty since higher speeds 
can be driven on Chisholm Street throughout the signalized area. 

Since all the signals will be a part of one interconnected sys
tem, it means that the same cycle length will be employed throughout 
this system at any one time. The cycle length can be changed, but 
only if done simultaneously at all controllers. 

Dial #2 can be utilized for changing the cycle length and/or the 
time split at each of the signalized intersections. During peak traf
fic periods, the longer cycle length may be desired in order to re
duce the progressive speed. It is very doubtful if a cycle' length 
longer than 60 seconds wi.ll be needed in Alpena since the short length 
of blocks in the downtown area would not permit much storage of 
vehicles waiting for a green signal. During light traffic periods, 
a 55 or 50 second cycle length may be very desirable since it will 
permit greater speeds and reduce waiting time for a green signal. 
Dial #2 can likewise be utilized at certain intersections for adjust
ing the traffic signal timing .for variations in vehicle demands for 
the intersecting street.s. It is quite likely that under peak shop
ping conditions, the signal.timing at Chisholm and Third Avenue will 
have to be altered so that Third will obtain a more proportionate 
share of green. With the possibility of two time splits, this can be 
accomplished without penalizing the normal traffic demands. 

Plate 24 can be used for timing dial #1 throughout the system. 
The time splits for vehicle signals are likewise shown on the two 
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time-space diagrams, but Plate 2~. offers the advantage of showing 
this timing in relationship to the timing of the pedestrian signals. 
Although the present traffic signal at th~l intersection of Chisholm 
and Ninth does not possess pedestrian heads, a timing is shown in 
c~se they are added. 

An examination of the timing of pedestrian signals for each 
intersection shows that the "don 1 t; walk" is displayed sufficiently 
in advance of the vehicle clearance interval so that right and left 
turning vehicles can complete their maneuver. Pedestrians are per
mitted sufficient time to leave the curb and walk to the other side 
of the street. 

In the chapter on arterial streets, there will be recommenda
tion:;; :('or the establishment of one-way streets. One-way streets have 
very definite advantages when timing Bignals progressively. This 
doesn't mean that perfect progression can be obtained on one-way 
streets if their relationship to each other in a grid system is not 
carefully planned. 'rhe selection of one-way streets for Alpena was 
done with this in mind. Changing thEJ proposed plan without regard 
to grid signal timing could produce a very poor traffic operation. 
This could easily happen even though to all outward appeararH~es there 
were ,just as many one-way streets having .identical capacity with the 
original plan. The timing schedules will be satisfactory for both the 
present street system and the proposed one-way syst;em. 

Signal Head Improvements 

The present traffic signal heads at all locations :i,n Alpena 
have only one three-color head facing each signalized direction, 
While not too objectionable when traffic is light, this lack of good 
signal head visibility can be hazardous when vehicles crowd the 
street. Good signal observance can only be obtained when the motor-
ist is able to clearly see his signal indication. One traff;ic sig-
nal head can very often be hidden from a motorist's vision by a large 
truck or vehicle. Having two signal heads spaced an ample distance 
apart precludes the possibility of this occurring, Good signal opera
tion requires that there be two or more lanes approaching each traf;fi.c 
signal in order that turning movements will not interfere with through 
movements. One signal head is very inadequate under such .·circumstances. 
Both National and State standards require dual traffic heads facing 
each signalized direction. 

The present neon pedestrian signals employed in Alpena are con
sidered satisfactory by modern standards. The Michigan State Highway 
Department has found by pedestrian behavior studies that giving the 
pedestrian signal individuality apart from the vehicle traffic sig-
nals will increase observance. For this reason, the pedestrian sig
nals are painted a dark green color and mounted on pedestal posts in 
line with the cross-walks. In order to accentuate this difference 
fu:t'ther, they are now utilizing an orange color for the "Don't-Walk" 
and a blue color for ·the "Walk". The present neon signals in Alpena 
utilize the red and green colors which are also used for vehicles. 
New developments in neon signals now make use of an internally il
luminated signal which shows the entire message in one color. The 
present signal shows the 11 Don 1 t-Wa1k" in both the green and red since 
the "Walk" part of the message remains a constant green. Both the 
new neon and incandescent pedestrian signal show only one color at a 
time and are more satisfactory. Any new signals ordered should be of i 
these two styles. 
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Recommendation of Improvements for Traffic Signal Operation 

A smoothly functioning traffic signal system requires certain 
conditions to be present. It is sought to eliminate the present 
objectionable characteristics and supplant them with conditions and 
techniques which will guarantee success. With this as our goal, the 
following recommendations are made: 

l. Although a street leading into a traffic signal may have on
ly one lane in each direction, ·this should be expanded to provide at 
least two moving lanes into a traffic signal. This can be accomplished 
by the elimination of parking a sufficient distance back of the "Stop
bar" so that the number of vehicles which can store in each lane dur
ing one signal cycle can be accommodated. These lanes should be well 
marked and police should be very careful to keep them exclusively 
for the use of moving traffic by prohibiting any standing, stopping 
or parking at the curb lane for any purpose other than required for 
traffic control. 

2. Pedestrians should be required to cross only at legally 
designated crosswalks. At signalized intersections, they should be 
compelled by law to obey the proper signals or be subject to a vio
lation ticket which carries a fine. This is done both for the safety 
of the pedestrian and to minimize interference to vehicles having the 
assigned right of way. If pedestrians are exempt from conforming to 
control, it is impossible to obtain good vehicle progression from sig
nal to signal and congestion will result. The pedestrian is the big
gest loser since he will be exposed to injury or death if he does not 
confine his path to the designated places or walk at the proper time. 

J. Place in effect the signal timing shown by the charts in this 
report. The Michigan State Highway Department's timing for their sig
nals and the City's will then be coordinated in a smoothly operating 
g,rid system. The ·traffic signals can be operated syncbronouaJ;yon dial 
dl until the balance of the interconnection work in the city can be 
completed. 

4. Improve the visibility of both pedestrian and vehicle traffic 
signal heads as discussed in this chapter. All traffic signal in
stallations should conform to t,he Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices. 

5. Establish a plan of one--way streets which considers the grid 
timing of traffic signals. Early adoption of such a plan will pre
vent many future traffic problems which will be created by the in
stallation of new traffic signals. 

New Traffic Signals 

The intersection which has already been shown to require the 
installation of a traffic signal because of recent increases in traf
fic volumes, and right angle collisions is the intersection of Wash
ington Avenue with Ripley Boulevard. Since Washington Avenue is M-32, 
approval for this traffic signal will be dependent on the Michigan 
State Highway Department. There are between five and six thousand 
vehicles a day on each of the approach legs to this intersection. 
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Under these circumstances, there will be an urgent need of having 
two moving 1 an e s in to the intersection before a traffic signal 
should be installed. This can be acquired by the elimination of the 
parking along the curb.in advance of the traffic signal. It is not 
uncommon to find congestion resulting at an intersection after a 
traffic signal is installed, This is particularly true when there is 
only one approach lane into the intersection. Turning movements 
block the lane for through traffic because they can only move when 
the light is green and oncoming traffic is clear of the intersection. 
Since traffic can only move a fraction of the time at a traffic sig
nal, capacity should be increased at the intersection to offset the 
decreased time for vehicle movement. Installation of this signal by 
the State is dependent on removal of designated parking on Washington 
Avenue. 

The intersection of Second with Water Street has sufficient 
vehicles to require a traffic signal, but traffic volumes alone 
cannot dictate the use of a signal. There is a heavy left~turn 
movement from Second to Water which would be almost impossible to 
make if a two phase traffic signal were installed. Permitting this 
movement on a special signal phase would result in a reduction of 
intersection capacity. Three phase signals while giving good assign
ment of right of way, allow traffic to move approximately one third 
of the time from any one direction. Since the Second Avenu,e bridge 
is the only bridge crossing the Thunder Bay River in the business 
area, this would be equivalent to placing a severe capacity block right 
on the bridge approach. 'rhe effect of this would be detrimental to the 
downtown business area. If' Second and Water become one-·way streets, 
there will be no need of a traffic signal. Water Street will then be 
the source of all northeast bound traffic cros.sing the Second Avenue 
bridge. Since Second Avenue is one-way for southwest bound traffic 
beyond this intersection, there will be no conflict with Water Street 
traffic. 

The five-legged intersection of Chisholm, First and Washington 
Avenue has some of the largest traffic volumes in Alpena. Even a 
three phase signal at this type of intersection would give little 
opportunity to complete turning movements. Due to restrictions in 
Alpena's street system in thi.s area, turning movements are induced at 
this location and cannot be eliminated. The solution of this inter
section's traffic problem cannot be accomplished without a major 
alt!.lration in the operation of Alpena's street system. Installation 
of a traffic signal under these present conditions would magnify the 
traffic problems. 

There are other intersections in Alpena which will be requiring 
signalization in the near future. Some of these intersections such 
as the intersection of Chisholm with Fourth Avenue are located too 
close to existing traffic signals. Installing signals at these 
points would destroy vehicle progression on two-way streets. When 
traffic volumes become too heavy, public opinion will demand the 
installation of traffic signals. Therefore, the early institution 
of a planned one-way street system will place public officials in a 
position where new traffic signals can be installed without resulting 
in vehicle congestion. New traffic signals will have to be installed 
with the institution of a one-way street system. Both streets of a 
one-way pair will require traffic signals when crossing major inter
sections. 
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All new traffic signals should meet the mlnlmum warrants pre
scribed in the Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 
A traffic signal while an aid'totraffic when used properly, can be 
a liability under improper circumstances. 
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MAJOR STREET SYSTEM 

System ?:Lanning 

Most cities find severe financial limitations to their efforts 
for acqt~iring a smooth:Ly operating street system. Given unlimited 
budgets, many problems could be solved by the simple process of over
designing for each situation. Even under such circumstances it is 
possible to create a traffic problem which would require corrective 
treatment. There can be no substitute for intelligent planning since 
it permits a city to solve its traffic and streetproblems by making 
the most economical use of its available funds. The application of 
g0od traffic engineering principles will provide the means of ob
taining a street which will serve public needs, By tailoring this 
system to planning needs, the future traffic growth will be intelli
gent and serve the best interests of the community. 

The first step in this direction is to determine the most import
ant generators of traffic and isolate traffic desire lines. The ve
hicle and pedestrian volumes play an important part in this determina
tiqn. One€! this information has been gathered and analyzed, it is 
possible to begin the development of an arterial street system. 

Streets which possess the greatest congestion should be the focal 
point for initial study. This congestion is caused by too many ve
hicles for the capacity of the roadway 'through a particular section. 
The problem can be solved either by reducing the traffic volumes or 
by increasing the traffic capacity. Since traffic is difficult to 
abolish, the first method generally involves the development or buil-d
ing of an alternate route.. The second method invol,ves the application 
of traffic engineering techniques such as control of parking, signal 
timing, lane marking, etc., or construction. work. Construction is 
expensive and should be reserved for those areas where it is the only 
real $olution to the problem. Each street should be :j.nventoried very 
carefully in order to determine if it can be streamline9 in a traffic 
manner for the purpose of acquiring the greatest efficiency of travel 
and safety. 

Alpena already has a plan which when implemented by this traffic 
study will produce an efficient, economical means of giving it prac
tical reality. Most of the recommendations in this report are spe
cific as to their application on the Alpena streets. Certain general 
recommendations are given which would be applicable under all circum
stances. Since a major street system can be likened to the frame of 
a house, great care should be taken before any element is altered 
less we destroy the value of the entire structure. Any traffic plan 
which necessity dictates the elimination or conversion to new travel 
habits is almost certain to find resentment or opposition from cer
tain sources. Only by using a broadminded approach to the problem 
and by weighing benefits against disruptions will the people of the 
city and its officials be able to obtain a genuine solution to their 
traffic problem. 

Recommended Standards for Streets 

In establishing a procedure for the establishment of new streets 
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and the reconstruction of the existing, it is necessary to have 
knowledge on the type of traffic expected to use the street so ·that 
the proper widths, curb radii and other construction features can be 
incorporated in its building. There are well defined standards for 
these features which have been acquired from study and practical 
experience. These standards are based on the speed and classifica
tion. of vehicles by types which use a designated street. Curb park
ing plays a very strong influence in the design of a roadway. Streets 
which have low design standards and costs can afford curb parking, 
while arterial streets which require expensive surfaces cannot eco
nomically support this style of parking. Under these circumstances, 
offstreet parking will prove to be the most sound investment in 
parking procurement. Only by strict adherence to sound design 
principles can a city hope to obtain a sound return on its invest-· 
ment in a street system. When a city makes an outlay of its funds 
to improve a certain street, it must know beforehand that the width 
of right of way is sufficient, the structure is capable of handling 
the type of vehicles that will use its surface and that a definite 
betterment in traffic movement and capacity will result. Without 
this assurance, the investment is speculative and possibly unsound. 

There are definite values which should be used as a guide in 
determining the width of a street. Lanes designed to handle moving 
traffic on an arterial street should be ll and possibly 12 feet wide, 
10 foot lanes may be utilized when modification of an existing street 
does not permit greater width due to right of way limitations or 
excessive costs. Contlnuous barrier curbs which are either adjacent 
or planned in the future to be adjacent to moving traffic lanes should 
be set back a minimum distance of l foot from the edge of said lane. 
1'he basic design speed of an arterial street should be 30 miles per· 
hour and this should be upgraded in accordance with speed desirability 
along a designated street. 

Residential streets are dedicated to providing the dual facility 
of vehicle travel and parking, These streets generally require park
ing on both sides of the street. The minimum width for this type 
of street should be 36 feet. This may seem to be a generous standard 
when compared to those of the past, but even at this width, vehicles 
can move both directions at a time only under reduced speeds. Since 
low speeds in residential areas are desirable, these widths are ac
ceptable. 

In permitting an arterial street to be built where parking will 
be permitted, it is important to remember the following facts: The 
width of a curb parking lane should be 12 to 13 feet wide, Although 
a parked vehicle can confine its physical dimension to a lane $ feet 
in width, its zone of influence to moving traffic spreads beyond this 
dimension. Comprehensive studies made on a nationwide basis show 
conclusive evidence that motorists will not drive any closer to a 
vehicle than their judgment permits. The painting of lane lines will 
not force the average motorist to drive any closer to a parked ve
hicle. Even if this were true, it would be poor practice from the 
safety standpoint. Provio;ng insufficient width for parking will even 
force motorists to drive left of a painted centerline. This is open 
invitation for head-on and side-swipe accidents. If an arterial 
street requires a high type of pavement surface and also a 12 to 13 
foot wide lane for parking, it is well to consider the merits of pro-
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viding offstreet parking as against; curb parking which cannot; offer 
the advantage of cheaper cost, safety and less interference to mov
ing traffic. 

Arterial streets should be const;ructed with a width of 44 to 
48 feet. If present vehicle volumes do not require more than two i 

moving lanes of traffic, it is possible to permit curb parking until 
the time when capacity requirements demand its removal and an off-
street parking program has provided the needed parking requirements. 
It is important to remember at; t,his point that any traffic signal 
or similar reducer of volumes will require an increase of lane ca-
pacity in the zone of rest;rlct;ion. 

Improvements in Street Capacit,y 

It is an easily recognized fact that as Alpena continues to 
grow, a greater burden will b® placed on the existing street facili
ties. Some of t;hese are a.lready saturated with traffic and can only 
be placed back in 'a good operating condition by making a beneficial 
change in the existing street; usage. Two of the most important 
streets in Alpena. today are Chisholm and .Second Avenue. These two 
streets are vital to the economic well be:i.ng of Alpena's downtown 
business area and must also serve as arterial routes for through 
traffic. Parking practices have rest;ricted these two stlreets to a 
s:ingle lane moving in each di.l"'e•~tJ.on. Presen·t traffic volumes show 
a definite need of great;er tl:a:ffic capacity. Whenever vehicle 
volumes on a street, exceed 350 vehicles per lane per hour, it is well 
for the city to take steps for providlng additional travel lanes. 
Both of the st!~eets ment.:I.oned have right of way widths and develop
ment which will not permit ·the economic widening of the street sur
face. This leaves the removal of curb parking as the only means of 
obtaining additional lane capacit;yo 

We cannot recommend such a procedure without first recognizing 
the value of t.hi.s parking t;o the economic well being of the downtown 
business area. Since a good transportation system requires both the 
facilities fo':- moving and parking a vehicle, we cannot sacrifice one 
at the expense of the other. We must; therefore compensate for the 
removal of any curb parking by the provision of an equivalent amount 
of offs'treet parking located in such a manner as to be serviceable. 
Since the downtown area of Alpena already has a deficiency of parking 
pl.aces, curb parking removal .is going t;o require the coordination 
with an offstreet parking program which is presented in the parking 
section of this report,. The urgency of obtaining immediate increases 
in vehicle traffic capaci·ty requires the city to proceed at once with 
the expansion of its offstreet; parking plano 

In the traffic signal sect;:ion, we find several recommendations 
on signal t:Lming and pedestrian con·trol which will enable the pro
curement of great;er traffic capacity at restricted points. A route 
of travel has a good analogy in plumbing. There is no good reason 
in placing a 1 inch pipe in a system which is fed from a 1/2 inch 
pipe. Likewise, ·there is no point in building a route which has a 
large traffic capacity only t;o permit its restriction in certain areas 
by unsound traffic development; or political pressure. An efficient 
street. will have capacity proportionate to demands along its entire 
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length. Insufficient lane widths, unnecessary stops, poor sight 
distances, impract;ical low speeds" bad signal timing and poor inter
section design are some of the greatest enemies of traffic capacity 
and should be eliminated as quickly as possible. 

Recommended Plan for Arterial Streets 

The traffic census taken on. the st.reet system of Alpena was 
the basis for the development, of the arterial street system shown on 
Plate 25. Since the city's present. and future traffic needs have 
been considered in it;s development, adoption is recommended. This 
plan of arterial streets has been designed to provide facilities for 
strong desire l:ines of traffic movement between areas. Efficient 
utilization of the existing street structure was a prime considera
tion in this plan. 

State Avenue, Chisholm Street and Washingto!). Avenue i.n Alpena 
are state trunkline highways and as such must conform to the plan
ning and traffic engineering of the M:l..chigan State Highway Depart
ment. It is well to outline. some traffic features found along these 
routes which do not lend themselves to the principles of good traf
fic operation. State Avenue and Washington Avenue are only 30 feet 
wide wi.t;h parking permitted on one sideo This is inadequate by 
modern design standards since there are times when these roadways 
are reduced to one-lane capacit;y by double parking and parking 
maneuverso These street widths dictate the early removal of park
ing if any improvement is go:ing t;o be obtained over the present con
dition. 

Second Avenue ;Jond Chisholm Street in the downtown business area 
were noted ~·,o possesfo the great;est number of double parkers and jay
walkers. The desire t;o double park is increased with the presence 
of curb parking and since both of these streets should eventually have 
this type of parking eli.rn:inated, this nuisance will disappearo Jay
walking must be met with a strict. law enforcement program if there is 
any hope to eli.mina·te t.his unsafe, restrictive influence to vehicle 
traveL Pedestrians, especi.a11y t~hose who make a practice of jay
walking between the 1illard and Sherw:irl·:,Williams Paint stores, must 
realize they are jeopardizing their own safety while in the process 
of interfering with vehicle ;':;raffi c, 

The present physical layout of Alpena's street system is present
ing a seri.es of traffic problems in the downtown business area, State 
Avenue which feeds this area from the southwest, is a congested nar
row roadway, Where i.t intersects Chisholm Street, all traffic is 
compelled to turn left since State Avenue dead-ends at this point 
and the lake front is t.o the right; on Chisholm Street. The first in·
tersection t,o the northwest of t.his :I.ntersection is the five-legged 
corner where First Avenue, Washington Avenue and Chisholm Street all 
come together. Washington Avenue carries large traffic volumes since 
it is the major arterial street t;o the west and all traffic coming 
from Tawas, Sable and Lockwood .Street.s deadend at Washington Avenue 
and must travel down to this busy intersection if it wishes to travel 
out on State Avenue or go to t.he area served by First Avenue. Add 
to this confusion the desire of vehicles to turn right off of Chisholm 
Street and travel northeast on First Avenue in order to reach the City 
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Hall area or the Second Avenue bridge and you have a major traffic 
problem. It is apparent from these findings that if State Avenue 
were extended to the, northeast in order to connect with Water Street 
and Park Place, that great traffic improvements would result. Un
fortunately, land development has already placed a severe barrier 
in the path of such a street extension. The Chamber of Commerce 
building has recently been constructed in the direct path of State 
Avenue while a big Kroger Store has been constructed to the south
east. Earlier traffic planning would have preserved a corridor for 
this street extension. 

A new street between Washington Avenue and State Avenue would 
also be a very important factor in solving itlpena 1 s downtown traffic 
problem. The best location of this street would be the extension of 
Lockwood Street to the southeast. This street should be no further 
west of Chisholm Street than Tawas. The acquisition of right,ofway 
will present a major financial problem therefore, an alternate solu
tion is offered which has other benefits to offer. 

An examination of Alpena's map will reveal that First and Second 
Avenues offer a parallel route to State Avenue. By using both of 
these streets for a traffic relief plan, it is possible to solve many 
problems by the establishment of a one-way pair. Traffic desiring to 
travel to Alpena's ilowntowh area can leave State Avenue and travel 
north on Ripley Boulevard to First Avenue. At this point it will 
travel northeast o.n a one-way street to the intersection of Water 
Stre,et;. Watnr St.ree,t should be ma,de one-way from First Avenue to Second 
Avenue from whence it can travel northwest over the bridge and into 
Alpena's north side. The return flow will be provided a route over 
Second Avenue which will be one-way southwest of Water Street and 
continue on such a basis to Ripley Boulevard. By establishing the 
directional flow of traffic on First and Second Avenues, many other 
traffic problems will be so1ved. Interference craated by left turns 
will be eliminated. The traffic movements at the intersection of 
Second Avenue and \late.r Stc'rc:;et wil-l be simpJ_ified to the point where a 
traffic signal will be unnecessary and a restriction to the capacity 
of the Second Avenue bridge wil1 be removed. The latter wi11 result 
in considerable savings to the taxpayers of Alpena since inefficient 
traffic operation over a, bridge requires additional bridges at a much 
ear1ier date than would be otherwise necessary. Greater safety to 
both pedestrians and vehicl.es will likewise result from this plan. 
Signal timing will be increased in its flexibility. 

By making First Avenue a one-way street, the intersection of 
Chisholm, Washington and First Avenue will be considerably improved 
since the left turn from the northeast on First Avenue to the south
east on Chisholm Street will no longer be existant. Any elimination 
of vehicle conflicts at this busy intersection is bound to be re
flected in traffic betterment. The one-way street plan for Alpena is 
shown on Plate 26. 

It is an unsound practice to develop a one-way street system along 
one axis which does not have its counterpart perpendicular to it. The 
reason for this is that the intersection of two one-way street systems 
is essentially a traffic circle. All turning movements in such a sys
tem are performed without conflict from the opposite direction. Sig
nal timing also plays a big part. Whenever two one-way streets cross 
a two~way street carrying large traffic volumes, traffic signals are 
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required at bo.th locations. These l<:lcations are spaced too close 
for good vehicle progression on the t.wo··way street. The benefits 
of one·-way operation should be given to all directions of travel. 

JV!aking a one-way pair of Chisholm and Lockwood Streets would 
be the most ideal from the standpoint of Alpena's overall street 
plan, but since Chisholm Street; is a State Trunkline Highway, such 
a proposal would have to be studied and a.pproved by the State, 
An alternate to such a plan would be the establishment of a Lockwood
Sable one-way pair. 'I'his is not as desirable as the other plan 
since many traffic problems are created by left turns on Chisholm 
Street which could be solved by a one·-way operation. 

Lockwood Street, 1 s incorpora·t;ion into a one-way plan would 
requi.re its extension through the park a.rea directly behind the 
County Court lliouse, This would in no way decrease the park's value 
as a parking area or destroy the beauty of the grounds. Better 
parking facilities for courthouse patrons could be bullt simultaneous
ly with the extension of Lockwood Street. Fourteenth Avenue would 
be the northern terminal of either of the one-way systems while it 
could extend southward to Washington Avenue, At this point, it is 
easy to see the benefits which could be gained ;U' Lockwood Street 
would go southward beyond this point since it would eliminate the 
need of using Washington Avenue as an arterial street between Second 
Avenue and Flrst Avenue. It could be used as a parking area and 
thus eliminate the .five legged intersection which now exists. We 
recognize the improbability of this plan w:Lth present land develop
ment, but failure to mention the desirability of this action might 
mean its .failure to be considered in the future in the event that 
land for its development is obtainable. 

It is possible that future highway construction will by-pass 
the central. city. In this event, t.he establishment of the two one
way pairs will provide a ready access to the central. business dis
trict, This is insurance that the economic well being of the area 
will be preserved and even amplified since potential. shoppers will 
find it easy to travel into the district. Short sightedness in pro
viding good aGcess routes designed on present day standards will re
sult in an eventual throttling of the central. business area and 
business w:il.:l shift to zones of lesser traffic restrictions. Al
though both of the one-way sys·tems are shown between their present 
limits, this does not mean that they could not be extended to a future 
by-pass route, This should be included in any future planning since 
the benfits of one-way streets are just as great in one area as the 
other as long as there are two streets well designed to carry this 
type of traffic. 

Although future by-pass routes would probably be built for the 
segregation of through traffic from local traffic, there is a great 
need of having a route which does not require traffic to go through 
the central business area when there is no need to be there. Such 
trips only interfere with customers of the area and produce a de
teriorating effect. There is a strong desire for traffic coming to 
Alpena from the south to detour the central business district and 
proceed to northern sections of the city. Ripley Boulevard provides 
an excellent route for this traveL The travel path north of Wash
ington Avenue for this traffic carries over Ninth Avenue to Chisholm 
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Street. Ninth Avenue is required to handle higher traffic volumes 
than Ripley Boulevard even though its design standards are lower. 
It is apparent that it must be given commensurate capacity :if future 
growth is to be accommodated. 

Eighth and Ninth Avenues parallel each other one block apart 
and have a common junction with Ripley Boulevard. This is ideal 
for their adaptat:ion to one-way operat.ion. This one-way operation 
should be continued as far as the Ninth Avenue Bridge. This plan 
will increase the efficiency of the bridge's traffic carrying capacity 
similar to the Second Avenue Bridge, Eighth Avenue can be returned 
to Ninth Avenue at the northern end by the construction of a diagonal 
return. This would be superior to the use of River Street since one
way traffic moving over to Ninth Avenue from Eighth Avenue would not 
interfere with present two-way traffic on River Street. The traffic 
which crosses the Ninth Avenue Bridge to the northern part of the 
city must be given a good path of travel. Added to this traffic de
mand is that generated by the new plant of the Abitibi Corporation, 
the increased building activity on Johnson Street such as the new 
Community College and Elementary SchooL Besser Manufacturing Com
pany, Habitant Fence Company and the Cement Mill. The log:i.cal path 
of this traffic is along the Miller Street axis. 1'he Gi ty :nH:ently 
installed a traffic signal at ·che intersection of Miller Street with 
Second Avenue for the purpose of assigning right of way for this 
traffic. This signal has failed to fulfill its assigned purpose since 
there is a large volume of left turns at the location which is hin
dered by the si.gnal 1 s operationo Corrective measures should be taken 
if future growth is to be properly accommodated. 

By adhering to the principle of commensurate capacity, a one
way street system on one side of the Ninth Avenue Bridge would merit 
the same treatment on the opposite side" Alpena's street system has 
provided the ideal couple in Miller Street and Oldfield Streeto Mil
ler Street would be utilized by traffic moving to the northwest, 
while Oldfield would be used for traffic moving to the southeast. 
The one-way operation would begin at Ford Avenue and end approximately 
one block beyond Walnut Street. This will involve the construction 
of a diagonal extension of Oldfield adjacent to the railroad for the 
purpose of connecting ;~i'ch Miller Street. The point of this return 
will be an excellent beginning for the one-way system. Some surface 
work will be required on J)ililler Street so that a hard surface will 
be provided the lengt;h of the one-way system. The turning movements 
at Second Avenue will be given much greater facility of movement with 
the insti t,ution of directional traffic flow. 

By referring t;o Plate 26 it is readily apparent that the Ripley 
Boulevard, Eighth-Ninth and Miller-Oldfield one-way streets form a 
connecting route to each of the major highways entering Alpena. It 
is over these routes that trucks entering and leaving Alpena with 
their cargos will traveL The propo-sed street system will form an 
excellent city truck route which will keep the commercial vehicles 
which carry material to and from the various industries out of the 
central business area. The fact ·t;hat the greatest portion of this 
proposed truck route is on a one-way operation is very important to 
its sue cess. Comrnercia.l veh:icles lose much of their disagreeableness 
when they are permitted to move without the need of accelerating or 
decelerating. Next to an expressway design, the one-way street 
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system is the best insurance that truck noise levels will be held 
to a minimum in an urban area. 

The manner in which a one-way street system is introduced to 
a city is very important to its even·tual success. Each one of the 
one-way pairs discussed in this section can be established as soon 
as preparations are complete. The exception is the Chisholm-Lock
wood pair which can only be accomplished when the State Highway 
Department finds such action necessary by their studies. The city, 
however, can establish the Lockwood-Sable system under their own 
auspices. 

Although new one-way streets are readily accepted in cities where 
their use has already been established, it is important for city 
officials to appreciate that their initial introduction is generally 
accompanied by opposition from people having property interests along 
their length. The solution of a traffic problem, wh:Ue important, 
should not be done at the expense of any particular group of citizens. 
Fortunately, one-way streets are no longer experimental but have 
their background in good solid evidence which supports their use both 
from the standpoint of traffic and economics. National studies have 
been conducted for the purpose of determining the economic effect of 
one-way streets on business and land use. The results show that, with 
few exceptions, businesses are enhanced under one-way operation. 
Since businesses must depend upon an efficient transportation system 
for their support, it is illogical to assume that a method which 
supplies this efficiency would·prove detrimentaL The United States 
Chamber of Commerce has conducted a nationwide survey on this sub
ject and the evidence is st;rongly in favor of one-way operation. 

A program of public education should be undertaken prior to 
the establishment of one-way streets. Support should be received 
from both the business and property owner groups by studying factual 
evidence and weeding out the factors based on fear and prejudice. 
The local radio and newspaper can perform a splendid job in properly 
preparing the people for the changes in their travel habits which 
they will have to' 't:iridergo if they are to receive beneficial results. 

On some·occasions when one-way streets are proposed for a com
munity, there is a demand to either compromise or reduce the extent 
of the one-way plan. Some strong pressure groups will consider a 
one-way street plan only after t;he area where they have their inter
ests is removed from the plan. One-way streets become less effective 
as their length is reduced since the lengthening of travel paths is 
the same for traveling a short as a long route. Also, the benefits 
of this type of operation are inherent and not peculiar to any par
ticular location if fundamental rules have been followed in their 
planning. The question may be raised concerning the desirability of 
reversing the directions of traffic flow on a particular one-way 
pair. This cannot be done without changing the entire plan, 
since the grid traffic signal timing system requires the streets to 
be spaced in a prescribed manner and the directions of flow to be in 
a specific direction. 

Basically, the direction of traffic flow on a pair of one-way 
streets would be counter-clockwise in order to facilitate the return 
to two-way operation at} the extremities. A one-way operation is 
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essentially a divided highway with a wide median which can properly 
handle turning movements. Therefore, the same flow directions 
should be utilized. If the re~erse directions of traffic flow were 
employed and traffic had to begin or end at a two-way street, this 
would mean that one direction of traffic would have to cross the 
other. There are some rare exceptionsto this rule, but they are 
not present in this city. 

Some of the one-way streets proposed in the plan will travel 
through residential neighborhoods. City o:(.'ficials very often feel , 1 

that this is placing the street in a commercial category. Unfor-
tunately, for this line of reasoning we dq not eliminate traffic by 
neglecting to provide for it, If one street becomes inadequate for 
handling traffic, either the area will deteriorate for lack of traf
fic capacity or traffic will seek an alternate route. The one-way 
operation merely selects this route :bn an orderly manner. In addition 
to this, a one-way operation is safer for both vehicles and pedes
trians and this is a ):lighly impoJ;"tant factor in:-.a residential 
neighborhood. 

Some of the beneficial results received from one-way operation 
are as follows: 

1. An efficient use o:(.' the street is accomplished with a 
minimum expenditure of funds. One~way streets can be es
tablished by few or no changes involving construction. The 
small costs involved are primarily for signs and signal change
overs. 

2. Capacity of a one-way system is 33 percent greater in a 
downtown area and 40 percent greater in intermediate areas 
than two-way street& of the same width. This is accomplished 
by the reduction of friction created by oncoming traffic and 
the conflicts at intersections. 

3. Speed cot~trol ap.d faster overall travel time are acquired 
by the progressive timing of the traffic signals and the abil
ity to pass slow moving vehicles in the additional lanes. 

4. Streets having an odd number of lanes can be fully utilized. 
On a two-way street of three or five lanes, the center 
lane unless used for specific purpose such as left turns only, 
gives little addit:\.onal traffic capacity. 

5. Accidents are reduced by eliminating head-on collisions 
and minimizing intersection conflicts. Night driving is 
safer because of the elimination of headlight glare. 

6. Curb parking is simplified since the vehicle maneuvering 
for parking can be passed in an adjacent lane. Under similar 
circumstances on a two-way operation, the passing vehicle 
might have to stop and wait if traffic was coming from the op
posite direction. 

7. Pedestrian safety is enhanced since traffic signals will 
produce gaps in vehicle traffic which will permit safe cross
ings of the one-way roadway downstream from the traffic signal. 

! 
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Although the plan of one-way operation presented in this report 
does not represent t?-11 the possibilities in this direction, it does 
represent a practic~ well designed foundation on which to expand 
this plan of traffic operation consistant with future growth. Al
pena's existing street pa·ttern was carefully studied before recom
mendations were made and future one-way streets can be added without 
the necessity of going back and changing the present plan. 

The arterial street plan shown on Plate 25 has taken in account 
those streets which must be added to the arterial system because of 
their inclusion in the one-way street system. Basically, the present 
arterial street system plan adopted·by the city is sound, but some 
alterations will be needed to accommodate the proposed street system. 
Those streets which will lose their importance on the new street plan 
can be deleted from this mileage in order to offset the addition of 
the mileage needed for the new streets. 

The recommendations made in this section of the repor·t play a 
most important part in the betterment of the city's traffic system. 
Traffic relief can be accomplished only bycthe willingness of all 
parties to cooperate and permit the plan to be placed in actual 
operation, Severe alterations and compromises can only result in a 
plan which satisfies some people in part and nobody in general, 
Every effort must be made to take the positive action needed to give 
Alpena's present businesses and industries a chance to grow and pros
per by providing good traffic operating streets and ample parking. 

The introduction of one-way streets will result in some confusion 
in the initial stages, Since t;he system is fundamentally more simple 
than other traffic control plans, this will disappear and motorists 
will begin to appreciate their greater driving ease. The accident 
rate in the period of indoctrination can be expected to remain un
changed, however, this will begin to lower so that eventually, the 
accident rates on the one-way operation will result in an improved 
safety record. The time at which a one-way street system is intro
duced can play a big part in the ease of conversion. Alpena should 
avoid establishing a one-way system during the Pre-Easter shopping 
season, the summer tourist season, the deer hunting season, and the 
Christmas shopping season. By avoiding rush periods, it is easier 
for people to get adjusted and permits corrections of faults in 
signing which may develop and create difficulty. 

Merchants. should. be. tolerant in the initial stages when cus
tomers are becoming adjusted to their new routes of travel. Perman
ent benefits will far offset the difficulties in the beginning. It 
is a proven fact that once a one-way operation has been firmly es
tablished, people who opposed the installation will very often become 
the staunchest supporters. Merchants should be very careful to e
valuat;e general economic conditions when determining the influence of 
this type of operation. As stated before, the results are generally 
beneficial since more customers are served with greater driver and 
pedestrian comfort. 
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INTERSECTION CONTROL, SIGNS AND MARKINGS 

Stop Signs 

A comprehensive survey of stop signs at locations where con
trol of this type is found desirable revealed there is urgent need 
for standardization of the existing signs along with the addition 
of several others. The preceding section on Major Streets showed 
those roadways which have been designa·ted for arterial usageo 
These streets must have their approaches protected by standard stop 
signs at all intersecting streets unless there is traffic signal 
control present for the assignment of right of way. Failure to 
place stop signs where their use is indicated will create a con
dition conducive to accidents since some motorists may assume 
through experience that arterial streets are protected by stop 
signs and expect the right of way through an intersecting street. 
The fact that a stop sign cannot be readily seen by a motorist 
travelling on the street at. right angles to it., contributes to this 
unsafe situation. 

The present stop signs ln the City of Alpena fit. every size, 
shape and description. They have no standard locat;ion as to place
ment or mounting height. They may be found hanging from utility 
poles or concealed in the branches of t.rees and shrubbery. The im
portance of ·the stop sign cannot. be over-emphasized, therefore, every 
effort must be made to locate them in full accordance with published 
standards where they will be easily seen and deciphered by all ap-
proaching traffic, Uniformity of location and good v:Lsibility will 
give the motorist the advantage of fi.nding the sign in the same 
spot and thel'e by increase his obedience t;o its messa:ge. This fact 
was clearly demonstrated in a study of the htgher accident locations 
in the city which showed that stop sign visibility and uniformity 
of appearanc€6 was sadly lacking at several of these spotso One of 
the pictures on Plate 27 shows an example of the use of' non-standard
ized st.op si.gn in a poorly located positlono 

The red stop sign has been established as both a state and 
national standard and has been incorporated in the Michigan Manual 
of Uniform Traffic Control Devtees since October 15, 1956. The law 
states that, the erection of all new stop signs or the refinishing of 
the old should conform to the new .standardo Since over two years 
have elapsed since this new si.gn has been established as the standard, 
the old style yellow stop sign is becoming increasingly scarce, The 
law had to be practical in the changeover to the new sign because a 
considerable financial investment; was involved, Unfortunately for 
traffic safety, the yellow .stop si.gn is becoming increasingly weak 
as its use diminisheso It would be good planning for Alpena to con~ 
sider the institution of a stop ,sign rennovation program for the 
purpose of replacing all stop signs not conforming to the new standards. 

The law does not make it mandatory to use reflectorized background 
color on the stop si.gn, but ·this city should not consider the use of 
any other type except those which are self illuminated, The back
ground color of red has been adopted as a standard si.nce red means 
"stop". If the sign cannot convey ·this color message both day and 
night, then it loses much of its value. The additional cost is trivial 
compared with the safety benefits. 
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The minimum size of the octagonal shaped stop sign is 24 inches. 
There are 30 and 36 inch sizes available for urban use which involve 
multi-lane intersections and higher speed traffic. 

Stop signs erected in urban areas should be one foot to the 
right and seven feet from the top of the curb. In areas where they 
will not be obscured by parked vehicles, the signs should be placed 
so as to have a bottom height of five feet above the pavement or 
roadway. For the purpose of giving the motorist a clear vision of 
the sign under all conditions, they should be checked periodically 
to see that they have not become obscured by trees, shrubbery, or 
.other objects. While it is physically and economically unfeasible 
to replace all of the deficient signs in a short period of time, it 
is recommended that a planned program be instituted inwediately to 
rectify this condition. The stop signs on the major arterial streets 
should be taken care of first while the others should follow in their 
order of importance. 

Stop signs must be placed with intelligent study or they can be 
the source of as many problems as they can prevent. As already 
men~ioned in this report, stop signs should be used very sparingly 
at isolated intersections lest the motorist be confused on right of 
way assignments at adjacent intersections not protected by traffic -, 
control. By stopping one street.for another; this has the effect 
of increasing the safe sight distance. For this reason, poor sight 
distance is one of the factors which warrant "stop" control. Right 
angle accidents and traffic volumes are some others. 

Yield Right of Way Signs 

This type of regulatory sign has only been legalized in Michi
gan for a short period of time. Its use is now quite prevalent and 
the sign is proving very effective in the assignment of right of way 
to motorists. This sign was designed to assign right of way at in
tersections where traffic volumes are not heavy encugh to require a 
full stop on the part of the motorist approaching from the lighter 
volume street. The yield right of way sign also serves the purpose 
of preserving the use of stop signs for the approaches to through 
streets where the larger traffic volumes and normally higher speeds 
require a full st,op, The presence of this sign should eliminate any 
need for using the ~Y'.:;op sign improperly in residential neighborhoods. 
When a yield ri.ght of way sign is used, the motorist realizes that 
although he is approaching a street which does not carry a large vol
ume of traffic, he must yield right of way to such traffic. Since 
he is not compelled to make a stop which traffic doesn't necessitate, 
he is more willing to comply, 

Intersection Sight Distances 

In order to preserve sight distances at intersections where there 
are outside influences causing congestion and accidents, it is neces
sary to establish certain parking restrictions at the curb. These 
restrictions should only be made after a thorough inventory of con
ditions at an intersection. The motorist should be guaranteed a 
clear view of approaching traffic at least 100 feet from the cross 
street. A greater distance would be even more beneficial, but cer-
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tain standards must be followed for the purpose of acqulrlng sight 
distances which are considered minimum for conditions. The speed 
of traffic and type of traffic control employed at an intersection 
have the most influence on the amount of sight distance needed, As 
the speed of approach traffi,~ increases, the driver will require 
more distance in which t;o see traffic and bring his vehicle to a 
stop. At locations under traffic signal control, lesser distances 
are required than would be needed at intersections under "stop" 
control or no control whatsoever. S,ight distance must be of suf
fucient length so that a motorist approaching an intersection will 
not be required to stop or slov~ down at· an uncomfortable rate of 
deceleration. Curb park:i.ng restrictions for the purpose of retain
ing sight distance should be vigorously enforced with no exceptions 
permitted. 

The limits of the restrict;ed parking area can be shown by 
painting the curb yellow and the erection of a sign at the beginning 
of the area with the legend "'No Park:Lng Here to Corner". Plate 28 
shows a typ:Lcal :Lntersect:Lon r.eont,roL This plate :Lllustrates very 
clearly the State Law which requ:Lres park:Lng to be restricted a 
distance of 20 feet away from a pedestrian Cl:'osswalk, In areasv,wheve 
there are no crosswalks, this distance should be 15 feet back from 
the property line. There are several violat:Lons to th:Ls law in Al
pena, therefore, it is recommended that the proper parking restric
tions be placed in effect; withmt; delay for the best. interests of 
traffic safety, 

Traffic Signs and Markings 

The Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices wh:Lch 
makes :Lt mandatory after .January 1,, 1958 that it be followed in 
the design and erect:Lcm of tr·aff:lo control dev:i.ces used on all road
ways :Ln the state, lists several items which are not followed in 
Alpena, Stop sign except;:Lons have a:Lready been ment:Loned. The 
manual shows the s:Lze, color, 8hape, mounting height and locat:Lon 
of all types of traff:Lc s:'l.gns Ernd pavement markings. 

School crossings are deserving of the best signing and mark:Lngs 
if motor:Lsts are to be alerted ·f;o the presence of children. Non
standard or poorly ma:Lntai.ned signs can create a hazard which must 
be avoided. All school signs should be made to conform to state 
standards before the st,art of a.nother school year, Plate 2? shows a 
picture of a school sign taken in Alpena during the survey. This 
type of signing i.s very :Lnadequate for giving+the proper protection 
to school children. 

One-way streets will require good signing in order that motorists 
w:Lll. be well indoctrinated and gu:Lded through new travel patterns. 
Plate 29 shows the :Lntersect;:Lon of a typical one-way and two-way 
street, The one-way s:Lgns to ind:Lcate the direction of movement are 
mounted on the near right hand and far left hand corners ®f streets 
that have been designated as one··way t;raffic thoroughfares. In urban 
areas they are l foot to the right; and 7 feet above the top of a 
standard curb, There may be some locations where a third sign may be 
found des:Lrable on t.he far right corner. This should always be in ad
dit:Lon and not in li.eu of the two s:Lgns required :Ln the standards. 
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Center lines should be painted on street.s in the downtown area 
except at locations ~?here special treatment requires other action. 
Center lines are very important both from the standpoint of safety 
and the efficient movement of traffico The center line helps to 
prevent t-;he encr•)achment of the wrong side of the street by an on
coming vehieleo Center lines are recommended on city streets under 
the following circumstances: 

L Traffic volume is sufficielYt. 

2. The roadway between curbs is greater than 20 feet and 
less than 40 feet and there is no parking present. 

3. The roadway between parallel parked cars is greater 
than 24 and less t.ha:n 40 feet wide. 

4. The roadway between angle··parked cars is greater than 
24 and less than 60 feet wide. 

5. The roadway between ':'arallel··parked vehicles on one side 
and curb on opposite side with parking prohibited is 
greater than 24 and less than 40 feet wide. 

Four lane, two-way roadways shall have a center line which shall 
be composed on two par."Otllel yellow lines 5! inches apart. The lines 
shall be placed equal distances from t;he cen·ter of that part of the 
roadway avail able for free rrnving traffic o They are recommended when: 

1. The roa.dway between curbs is greater than 40 feet wide 
with parking prohibited. 

2. The roadway between parallel-parked cars is greater 
than JrO feet wide. 

3. The roadway between angle parked cars is greater than 
60 feeto 

4. The roadway bet·ween parallel .. ·parked cars on one side and 
the curb on the opposite with parking prohibited is 
grea:t .. er than 40 feet w:l.de. 

'fhe use of lane lines permlts an efficient use of the pavement 
wit;h a consequent; inerease in capacity. The lane lines are particu
larly valuable at signalized intersections where an additional lane 
is aequired at; the i.ntersec·tion by ·the removal of parki.ng. Plates 
28 and 29 are good examples of how th:i.cJ is accomplished. 

Solid yellow lines ar·e used to mark "No····Passing" zones. A 
speed of 25 miles per hour requires a sight distance of 500 feet 
while a speed of 35 miles per hour requires 700 feet~. The level 
terrain of the Alpena area does not require any "No-Passing" zones 
at the present time on the city streets. 

Colors used in pavement painting should follow the Michigan 
Manual. In this respect, white is used for the following purposes: 

1. Center line on city streets. 
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2. Lane lines. 

3. Turn markings. 

4. Stop lines. 

5. crosswalk lines. 

6. Parking space limits. 

7. School markings. 

8. Word markings, 

The color of yellow is used in pavement marking for the follow
ing purposes: 

1. Double center line on four or more lane undivided pavement. 

2. "No-Passing" barrier lines. 

3. Curb marking to indicate parking prohibition. 

4. Curb marking to indicate obstruction in roadway. 

Pavement painting is very useful for marking parking stalls 
either alon[ the curb or in off-street parking lots. Curb stalls 
for parallel parking should be 22 feet long and 8 feet wide. Ve
hicles are becoming longer and unless there is sufficient distance 
in each parking stall, the parking maneuver becomes very difficult 
and causes excessive blocking of travel lanes while the motorist 
is attempting to squeeze his vehicle in a short space. Un1ess off
street parking lots are marked, careless motorists will make in~ 
efficient use of the available parking space. 

Intersection Recommendations 

Ripley Boulevard at Campbell Street;:-

This intersection is presently controlled by a four-way "Stop" 
which contributes little to the safety of the intersection, but de
tracts considerably from the efficiency of traffic movement. The 
four-way "Stop" is based on the theory that if one motorist~violates 
he will be spared an accident due to the necessity of the second 
motorist likewise being required to stop. In a practical application, 
it fails to live up to expectations, Since motorists are required to 
stop from both directions, there is no right of way rule which pre
vails after the first maneuver is performed. This results in con
siderable "jockeying" which may have the effect of causing accidents 
rather than preventing them. Whenever there is very much traffic on 
either street, congestion will be created. Ripley Boulevard is 
increasing in importance for arterial travel and if the recommenda
tions of this report are followed, it wi.l.l become a very important 
key in Alpena's transportation system. With increasing traffic vol
umes, it is recommended that this street be made more efficient by 
giving its traffic priority over Campbell Street by the removal of 
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the stop signs facing Ripley Boulevard traffic. Stop sign control 
will be necessary for the service road which parallels Ripley at 
the point where it enters Campbell Street. !V[easures should be taken 
to control parking at the business establishments near this inter
section which can block intersection sight distance. 

Adams Street at Long Lake Av~nue:-

This is another intersection which has utilized a four-way 
11 Stop 11 to control traffic. The trC~.ffic volumes which use this 
intersection during peak hours is unduly hindered by the inefficiency 
of this type of controL Long Lake Avenue traffic should be required 
to stop for Adams Street traffic. Parking should be eliminated on 
the approach of Adams Street from the east for a sufficient distance 
to eliminate vision obstructions and keep traffic freely moving. 

Lincoln S·treet at Fourth Avenue:-

This intersection should have·the parking restricted in the 
intersection area in order to obtain clear vision which at present 
is obstructed by parking. "Yield Right of Way" and "Children Cross
ing" signs should be considered due .to the number of children using 
the intersection. 

Lincoln Street at Fifth Ave.nue:-

Same recommendations as :for Lincoln Street at Fourth Avenue. 

Ripley Boulevard, Ninth Avenue a·L Washington Avenue:-

This intersection is one of the high accident intersections 
of the city as shown in the section on accidents. Plate 30 shows 
the proposed intersection control for this location. Since a traf
fic signal will be needed to control traffic, it will be necessary 
to provide two lanes into the intersection if proper vehicle capacity 
is to be gained. The recommended pavement painting will be needed 
to channelize the vehicles so that a greater number can pass through 
the intersection on the green phase of the traffic signal. The 
present control at the intersection is creating congestion which 
causes the motorists to lose patience and drive in an unsafe manner. 

With the proposed traffic control system, curb parking in the 
intersection area must be eliminated in order to offset the dis
advantage of the narrow street. This will require the removal of 
parking for a distance of 150 :feet back from the intersection on all 
approach legs. The installation of a traffic signal cannot be con
sidered without restricting the parking in the prescribed manner since 
turning movements at the intersections make it imperative that ad
ditional lanes be obtained if severe congestion is to be prevented. 
The present accident record will not permit the city to leave this 
intersection in its present condition, therefore, positive steps on 
the parking removal should be undertaken at once. The grocery store 
on the north side of Washington Avenue offers the biggest block to 
the institution of the parking ban. While the value of parking to a 
business is :fully appreciated, the general welfare of the people takes 
first priority. The curb parking should be eliminated and off-street 
parking substitution so that a safer, more efficient traffic operation 
can be placed in effect. 
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The public telephone booth and other installations in the north
west quadrant are creating a sight restriction which should be allev
iated. Signs at the service station should be better controlled for 
the purpose of maintaining good vision for motorists at the intersec
tion. 

Second Avenue at Park Place:-

Second Avenue has been recommended for a one-way operation to the 
southwest, This in itself will create many intersection betterments 
at Park Place. Plate 31 shows the proposed intersection traffic con
trol, By the removal of three parking stalls on the north side of 
Second Avenue near the bridge,it will be possible to have four lanes 
available for moving traffic from the bridge to Park Place. This is 
very logical even if we permit only two lanes southwest of this 
intersection. This will permit the establishment of a right and left 
turn lane for traffic along with two through lanes. There will be a 
large volume of vehicles which will desire to leave Second Avenue at 
this intersection and travel in both directions on park Place for the 
purpose of reaching the parking areas and other destinations. Park
ing should be eliminated on the northwest leg of Park Place along the 
south side between the intersection and the entrance to the city park
ing lot. The parking on the opposite leg will probably be permissable 
until additional traffic volumes will require its restriction. The 
off-street parking program should prepare for curb parking restric
tions in the area. 

Second Avenue at Chisholm S.treet:-

Parking should be prohibited on the north side of Second Ave
nue between the alley and Chisholm Street. This will permit the 
establishment of the right turn lane needed for handling this large 
turning movement. Since pedestrians cause considerable interference 
to this movement, it should have a special lane so they will be lined 
up and prepared to move when the pedestrian signal gives the right 
turning vehicles an opportunity to proceed. This will also segregate 
the right turns from the through moving vehicles and thus permit 
their free movement. Lane lines and pavement markings should be 
painted to give the proper guidance. 

Second Avenue at Miller Street:-

This is a signalized intersection and therefore should be pro
vided with two lanes into the intersection for moving traffic. Park
ing should be eliminated for a distance of at least 150 feet on the 
right hand side of the approach legs of Second Avenue to the intersec
tion. Lane lines and word markings should be painted on the pavement 
to guide traffic in the proper channels. Since Miller Street is recom
mended for one-way use it will only be necessary to treat the approach 
from the southeast with a center line on the pavement. 

Second Avenue at Oldfield Street:-
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Oldfield Street has been proposed for a one-way operation to the ' I 

southeast. This will require the painting of a lane line on the north-
west approach to Second Avenue in order to acquire two lane operation. 
Parking should be restricted on the right hand side of the approach 
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legs of .Second Avenue to this intersection. This should extend for 
a distance of 150 feet. Pavement marking should be employed to 
simplify traffic control • 

.Second Avenue, Lockwood .Street at Washington Avenue:

Under one·-way operation, .Second Avenue should be provided 
with a right turn lane on its approach to Washington Avenue. 
This lane and a through lane should be shown by pavement marking. 

Ford Avenue at Hueber .Street:-

It has been observed that there is a deficiency of clear 
vision at this intersection created by the parking at .. the tavern 
in the vicinity. The photograph on Plate 27 clearly illustrates 
the ext.reme difficulty a motori::;t would have in seeing an approach
ing vehicle on the intersecting street due to the parked vehicles. 
Parking should be restricted so that clear vision is restored to 
the intersection. 

Ninth Avenue at; Chisholm ,Street:-

The approaches of Ninth Avenue to Chisholm .Street from the 
northeast under one-way operation will make it necessary to employ 
pavement marking and lane lines in order to acquire three lane 
capacity. The present street is too narrow and should be flared 
to a width of 36 feet from Chisholm .Street back to the alley. This 
will permit the painttng of three 12 foot wide lines. The heavy 
traffic anticipat;ed on this route makes this action very necessary. 

Johnson Street at Chisholm Street:-

After completion of work on Johnson Street jt is recorrmended 
that Johnson Street be made a minimum width of 44 feet for a distance 
of 200 feet from tbe intersection. A double yellow center line and 
lane lines should be painted on the pavement in order to :insure two 
lanes in each direct:ion for the length of the widened area. 

S·tate Avenue at Chisholm .Street:-

This Ls a "tee" intersection involving two state trunkline legs. 
The State Highway Department has authorized the establishment of 
two lanes for southeast bound traffic. The through traffic movement 
will be required to stop and for this purpose a newly developed 
illuminated red st;op sign will be su:;;pended over the through lane. 
The right turn lane for traffic turning into .State Avenue will not 
be required to stop, Traffic turning from .State Avenue into Chisholm 
Street will also be permitted to.L'flow. By this type of traffic con
trol, the heavy traffic movement is permitted to travel without com
ing to a stop. This will improve capacity of the intersection. 
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Throughout this report, there have been recommenoations made 
dealing with the subject matter of that particular section. In 
this final section of the report, recommendations are made which 
are of a general nature. The purpose of the entire traffic study 
w.as to use factual information and engineering methods to derive 
improvements which will reflect themselves in a safer and more 
efficient street and traffic system in the City of Alpena. ~he 
true value of this report will never be known if the procedures 
and recommendations outlined herein are never placed into practi
cal reality. Serious alterations and modifications of vital. 
portions can also effect the final results. We have not attempteo 
to soften the procedures on how positive traffic relief can be 
obtained. We can appreciate that some of the recommendations will 
mean severe changes in the habits of certain groups. It is very 
possible that city officials will be opposed in their efforts to 
place into effect portions of the plan. If we would have permit
ted the anticipation of opposition from certain groups to enter in 
the planning of this report, the real solution of the traffic prob.,. 
lem without the need of huge financial outlays could have been lost. 

Now that the point has been reached where the City of Alpena 
has a traffic plan, the decision on what to do about it will have 
to be made. Machinery should be placed in motion to determine how 
the plan will be accomplished and the priority and scheduling of 
the work. Naturally, it will be impossible to accomplish the whole 
task overnight since a great deal of work is needed along with the 
cooperation of a lot of people. Some of the recommendations in 
this section are designed to facilitate the accomplishment of the 
recommendations of this report. 

1. The City Manager should designate someone with engineering 
training and duties who wi.ll be responsible for the carry~ 
ing out of the traffic engineering functions for the City 
of Alpena. This employee can be prepared for his special
ized duties by attending the regional and on-campus trar~ 
fie engi.neering courses offered by the Traffic Safety Cen
ter Of tl1e Michigan State University for this specific 
purpose. 

2. Traffic engineering consultation services can be employed 
by the city to solve traf'fic problems requiring services 
of highly trained people. The City's size and budget ooes 
not permit the hiring of a full time trained traffic engineer. 

3. A program of traffic work should be approved for each fis
cal year and a budget earmarked for this specific purpose. 

4. The appointment of a citizen's traffic safety committee 
whose duties will be to discuss and make recommendations 
on community traffic safety problems. This committee 
should meet once a month for this purpose. While this 
committee should not attempt to solve the traffic problems, 
it should give support to the agencies entrusted with this 
responsibility. Members of this committee should be com
posed of citizens of diversified occupations ano businesses 
so that a good cross-section of the people is represented, 
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5. A traffic commission con!".isting of five or more members 
should be appointed by the Mayor for the purpose of pass
ing on all matters pertaining to traffic operation and 
regulations. The Commission should be established by 
ordinance. The person en·trusted with the duties of 
traffic engineering should serve as Secretary to the com
mission and bring matters pertaining to traffic and 
transportation before it. He should supply the factual 
data on traffic matters to the commission and make recom
mendations for the best interests of safety and efficiency 
of travel. The Chief of Poli.ce should serve on this 
commission in order that the proper enforcement can be 
rendered to traffic ordinances. The City Attorney should 
be represented to keep all proposals within the limits of 
existing legislation, The other representatives should 
have some interests ·which will give them an above average 
acquaintance with the traffic problem. In this respect, 
the City Planner or a representative from the Planning 
Commission would be an excellent choice since traffic 
facilities are affected by, and have an effect upon city 
planning and land use, By coordination with planning, 
traffic generators can be controlled and confined to areas 
where traffic facilities are ample for the demand. 

6, The Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
should be conformed with in all city traffic signing and 
operations. 

7. The Michigan Uniform Traffic Code for Cities, Townships 
and Villages should be adopted for the City of Alpena. 

8. A program of education and information on traffic matters 
should be instituted v;ith the local press and radio for 
the purpose of gaining popular support on traffic changes 
or improvements. 

Conduct meetings where 
interes·ted citizenry. 
on traffic subjects. 

traffi.c matters are discussed with 
Show films and dispense information 
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10. Install programs in the schools designed to create interest -~ 
and enthusiasm on the part of future citizens in affairs of 
traffic and safety. · 

11. Establish the machinery needed to acquire a smoot;hl.y operat
ing traffic structure capable of supporting Alpena's future 
traffic growth. 

In presenting this report to the City of Alpena, it is our firm 
hope that each and everyone will. remember that a good traffic plan 
like anything else, can only be accomplished by placing selfish in
terests behind us and working towards the overall good of the commun
ity. No traffic plan which creates accidents and congestion can be 
good for the City's economy and welfare. Likewise, a good traffic 
plan must result in a healthy atmosphere for conducting business. We 
wish the city every success in its future growth. 
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